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FOREUORD

1. This ❑ i 1i tary handbook is approved for use by aL L Depwt.ents and Agcnci es of the Department of Def e.se.

2. Beneficial comments (recotmmdaxions, additions, deleticrns) .4 a“y pertinent data tiich may be of use
i n improving this document should be addressed to: Space .nd Naval Uarf are Systems Command, Washington DC
20363-51 W, by using the self-addressed St.ndardf z.at ion Document Im#ro!4ement Prvposal (DD Form 1426)

aPPeari WI at the end of this document or by letter.
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I CAUTION

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN ASSEMBLED AS A GUIDELINE FOR THE

DEVELOPMENT OF A DOSE-RATE HARDNESS ASSURANCE PROGRAN FOR

SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRONICS. IT IS NOT INTENDED TO BE USED AS A

REQUIREMENTS DOCUNENT. THIS DOCUNENT NAY NOT CONTAIN ALL THE

INFORMATION NEEDED TO ESTABLISH SUCH A PROGRAN.
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Preparation of this handbook has been carried out under the direction of

Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) , and their contracting officers Major B. Hickman

and LCDR L. Cohn. Many individuals in the hardness assurance community have

contributed significantly to the preparation of this document by preparing

text, offering comments, and reviewing draft documents . Special thanks must

be given to Mr J. Ferry (AFWL) who has served as the project monitor for this

work; Dr. Eligius Wolickl who served as the DNA Program Area Reviewer for

Hardness Aseurance and the Chairman of the Space Parts Warking Group Hardness

Assurance Committee; and to Dr. Earvey Eisen, the present DNA Program Area

Reviewer for Hardness Assurance. Special acknowledgement is given to William
Alfonte (RAMAN-TEMFO) , Tom Ellis (NWSC) , Joseph Halpin (EDL) , John Harrity

(IRT) , Arthur Namenson (NRL) , Ron Pease (MRC) Robert Poll (JAYCOR) who have

contributed significantly to the preparation of this document. Without the

aid and expert knowledge of all of these individuals and the Hardness

Assurance Committee of the NASA/SD Space Parts Group, the development of this

document would not have been possible.
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1. SCOPE

1,1 ~. The scope of this document is limited to dose-rate radiation effects cm semiconductor
electronics and is specifically intended to nddress hardness assurance at the piece-part level. Because the
nature of dose-rate effects sometimes requires n close interaction between system hardness assurance and
piece-part hardness assurance, we system requirements are also discussed.

1.2 users of this document. This docu.me”t is .ritte” prima~ily for rhmse individuals wtm are involved
with hardness ass. rence activities. It also provides a guide for designers of radiation hardened systems
md, as a result, is e.. aid in developing hardness assurtmce design documentation (HADD).

1.3 Document applicati.m. This document primarily discusses piece-part hardness assurance methods for
the dose-rate environment, and addresses system hardness assurance topics mly as they are necessary to
complete th= discussion of piece part hardness assurance. Thus, the discussion will deal with the r.diat ion
categorizing of piece-p9rts acc.arding to certain criteria, whfch will determine the controls “ceded during
part procuremmt. Specific activities and functions which may be significantly different for different
systems md for different contracti~ organizations will not be discussed in detai L i“ this document.

1.3.1 Dose-rate dependent problems. Certain dose-rate dependent problems, such as burnout and Latchup,
cannot ●ffectively be handled at the piece-part Level. In these cases, system- and circuit-level, or Imth
deaig” soluti.ms may be the most ●ffective ❑eans of ensuring survival.

1.6 _. This section provides a brief overview of the important elemenrs of dose-rate hardness
.Ssura”ce. The following sections of the dac”ment will address some of these issues in greater detaii. A
summary of dose-rate effects is shmfn o“ figure 1.

1.4.1 Photoc.rrents. The dose-rate e“vironme”t produces transient current surges in semiconductor
devices. In a single junction, the current is callec photocurrent (1 ) and flows in the direction of
junction leakage current. In transistors, the current surge in the co?lector-base junction is called the
primary photoc.rrent (1 ) and may, in certain cases, be amplified by the transistor gain to prcduce
secondary photocurrents!l’l~ p).

7 .4.2 Discrete devices. In discrete devices, the phozocurrent may appear as a tra”sie.”t noise pulse,
inter fe?iriq with the normal operation of the device or the circuit i“ which it is used. If the radiation is
intense enough cd if the resulting etwgy deposited in the device is great ensugh, the device nay LWrn Wt.

~.4.3 lnteqrated circuits. Oose-rate effects in intqrated circuits are similar to the effects observed
in discrete devices. One common term uhich is used to describe the dose-rate effect in integrated circuits
is %pset. ” fie device is said to have upset when the dose-rate effect results in the device being in an
unua”ted operating state as a result of the radint ion. For ●xample, the dose rate response of bipolar
linear circuits may appear as an catput voltage transient lasting 10 or more microseconds, along with pmer
supply surge currents. Digital circuits may experience a change in output stnte, a change of state of
stored data (bit flip), or simply a de.iati.m in output voltage which is de finec as being unacceptable for

proper operation of the device. In rmst cases, the device will recover and .m”ti”ue to fwnct ion normally,
once the radintio” pulse terminates and the imi”ced transient subsides. However, if sufficient =nergy is
available, the device may be damaged and may not rec.ave? after the radiaticm pulse.

1.4.6 w. In both linear and digital integrated circuits, the device may experience an effect
cnLLed four-layer latchup. Should the device enter a latchup condition, the circuit will cease to operate
rmrcally, and ~y in fact burn out. A amnwy of these eff&ts is s~ on figure 1.

1.5 Part catewrie.q by effect. It shwld be noted tht the parts must be categorized separately for esch
&se-rate radiation effect. For example, a dielectricslly isolated integrat.xi circuit msy k judged to be
HNC for Latch”p but a HCC-1 for upset. Therefore, the device would be categorized as HCC-1.

1.6 !)oc”me”tation. Hardness mssuranc= for piece parts takes place during the systmn production and parts
proc”r”ent phases. The tests and screens which were determined during the design phase, and are described
in detail in the hardness assurance design docu.ent.sti.m (HADD), are put into effect during the Imrdn=ss
assurance Dhase.

1
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I 1.6.1 Desi~n documentation. This is a collection of in fc.rmati.m on the design hnrdeni~ techniques used,
the survi.abi litylvulnerabi Lity analysis, configuration and quality control, test data, procurement
specifications, management, anil my &the; in for&at ion necessary for production of the Sysre.: II

1 .6.1.1 Typical documentation. These documents may vary between systems, but a common set would contain
the folkowing:

a.

b.

c.

d.

A. i.troducti.a”. Providing a general systems opemrion and functional description.

A. HCI tndex. Providirq n hardness critical item list which reLates hardness critica L parts to their
applicnti.m. The hardness criticality is indicated and cross-referenced to analysis.

A hardness assurance plan. Presenting the Management orga”izaticm and technical requirements which
are to be implemented throughout the prcducticm period.

An anatysis disc. s=io”. Containing the survivabi Litylvulnerabi Lity ana[ysis end any related
information.

~1 For a rare complete description of the HADD, see 6.1 herein,

I
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2. APPLIcABLE WCUI!ENTS

2.1 Government documents.

2.1.1 Specifications, standards, end handbxks. The following specifications, standards, and handb.wks
form part of rhis document to the extent specified herein. Uniess otherwise specified, the issues of these
documents are those tisted in the issue of the Department of Defense lnde. of Specifications and Standards
(DODISS) and supplement thereto, cited in the sOLi. ir.ti~.

SPECIF 1CP.TIONS

MILITARY

MIL-s-195ffl -

M1L-I!-3851O -

HIL-l -38535 -

STANDARDS

MILITARY

HIL-STD-202 -

NIL-STD-750 -

rJL-sTD-G23 -

IIIL-STD-45.%2 -

HANDSOJKS~/

RI LITARY

NIL-HCIBK-279 -

HIL-HDLIK-2S0 -

HIL-HDBK-S16 -

Semiconductor Devices, General Specifications for.

Microcircuits, Gmeral Specifications for.

Integrat& circuits (Microcircuits) manufacture W, Genera L sPecifica= iOn fOr.

Test nethads for Electronic and Electrical Comp3nent Parts.

Test Methods for Semiconductor Devices.

Test Retlmds end !JroceduPes for Microelectronics.

Calibration Systems Requirements.

Total Dose Hardness Assurance Guidelines for Semiconductor Devices and
Microcircuits.

Neutrcm Hardness Assurance Guidelines for Semicornluctor Devices end
microcircuits..

Guidelines for Developing Radiation Hardness Assurance Device Specifications.

(Unless otherwise idicated, copies of federal and ❑ilitary specifications, standards, and handbmks are
availnble from standardization Documents Order Desk, Building 40, 7@l Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, PA
19111-5094. )

2.1.2 Dther Gover.mmt documents, drawims, and cmblicaticms. 7he following other Government documents,
dre.wi~s, and publicsticms form a part of this document to the ex.tmt specified herein. Unless otherwise
specified, the issues are those cited in the solicitation.

WDISS Department of Defense index of Specificaticm and standards.
DNA S91OF - Piece-Part Neutrcm Hardness Assurance G.$deLi.es for Semiconductor Parts.
DNA 5CQ9F - Total Dose Hardness Assurance Guidelines.
cvu 592a - I-atchup Analysis of Bipolar Integrated Circuits.
DNA 59f3 - Upset Respmse Testing of lfSI Integrated Circuits.

Z/ HIL-HDBK-S15 will supersede MIL-HOBK-279 and lfIL-HDBK-2S0 when available.

3
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(copies of Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) g.+d=Li.es and r=prt, .,, avel LabLe fro= the o=fcn~= Nuctear
Agency, t801 Telegraph Read, Alexandria, VA 22310-3398. Copies of the DODISS are availabke on a yearly
subscription basis either frm the Government Printing office for hard copy, or ❑icrofiche are evaitable
from the Director, Navv Publications and Printing Service Office, 7~ Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, PA
19111 -5093.)

2.2 Non-Gove. nment publications. The following d-ac”ments form part of this document to the extenz

I
specified herein. U.Less otheruise specified, the issues of the do.wments which mre POD adopted are those
tistcd i. rhe issue of documents not listed in the DODJSS .re the issues of the documents cited in the
solicitation.

AMERICAN SOC1E7T

ASTM E655

ASTN E&d

ASTN W&

ASTM E820

ASTM F448

ASTM F526

ASTH F675

ASTM F74.A

ASTM F?73

FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS (ASTM)

standard Practice for Determining Absorbed Sese Versus Depth in ?laterials Exwscd to
the x-Ray output of Flash X-Ray Rachines.

standard Practice for Calculating Absorbed Dose from Ga@maor X Radiation.

Standard Practice for the Application of TherMluminescence-Dosimetry (TLD) Systems
for Determining Absorbed Ouse in Radiation-Hardness Testing of Electrz?nic Devices.

Stmdard ?racr ice for Determining Absolute Absorbed Dose Rates for Electron Beams.

Standard Test Hethod for Measuring Steady-State Primary Photocurrenr.

Standard Test Rethcd for Measuring Dose for Use in Linear Accelerator Pulsed
Radiation Effect. Tests.

Standard Test Methad for Ifeasuring Nanequilibrium Transient PhotoCurrents in p-n
Junctions.

Standard Test !!ethcd for Measuring Dose Rate Threshold for Upset of Digital
Integrated Circuits.

standard Practice for Ifeasuring Dose Rate Response of Linear Integrated Circuit$.

(A4JPli CStiM for CWieS shWLd bs addressed to the American society for Testing and Hateri.sls, 1916 Race
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103 -1187.)

(Non-Government standards and other publications are normally available from the organizations that
pre~re or distribute the documents. These documents also may be available in or through Librwies or other
in f.armational services. )

2.3 Order of precedence. In the event of .s conflict between the text of this document and the references
cited herein, the text of this document tokes precedence. Nothir$! in this document, however, supersedes
ap+)l icable laws and regulations unless a specific exemption has been obtained.

L
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3. DEFINITICNS

3.1 Acronyms used in this handbook. The acronyms used in this handbook are as follows:

a. CCB

b. HA

c. HADD

d. HCC

,. Hc1

f. H!!

g. HNC

h. PMPC8

i. SPu

Configuration Control &aard

Hardness assurance

Hardness assurance design documentation

Hardness critical category

Hardness critical item

Kardness maintenance

Hard”es. noncritical

Parts, material and process control bosrd

System Pmjec.t office. me SPU is the overall controlling organization for the
project under consideration. It is intended to be a generic term w as to
standardize, for the PU.PSCS of this document, such expressions as system, system

prOject, .PrOiect F!-mager’s Office, Project $lanager, procurement agency, and
contracting agency.

3.2 Definitions end .vmbols. For the purpose of this han-dtcek the following definitions and symbols
sha(l aPP[y.

3.2.1 ~. Eurno.t is the failure of a device subjected to electrical Overstress. Typically,
thermal dstcage has occurred within one or rnre device junctions or within the device ❑eta LLizat ion.

3.2..? Confidence level. Confidence tevet (c) is the probability (usually given in percent) thst at least
a partion, (P ~lST) of the parts in the lot will survive.

3.2.3 cumulative probability. cumulative probability (P. ST) is the percentage or PfWmion Of a
#probability distriixt ion which is below a given upper limit or abave a given lower limit.

3.2.4 Desiqn mmrqin break cdnt. Design margin break point (DIVW’) is a categorization method which
provides a criterion which may apply to all psrts i“ a systea and is based on a single fixed value of design
margin.

3.2.5 Dose rate. Dose rate (~) is the dose rate level under consideration. It is usually stated in

interims of rads(si)l second.

3.2.6 Dose rate desiqn .xarclin. Dose rate design margin (DH# is the ratio of the ❑ean failure dose rate

to a spec~fi~ dose rate.

3.2.7 f)ose rate to failure value. Dose rate to failure value (~FilL) is the dose rate leveL for the

part wider test at which e p+.reaeter designated as PARUD equals PARFAIL.

3.2.8 Envimnuent. Dose rate effects may b? caused by a variety of ionizing radiation environments.
These env~my consist of neutrons, photons, elect rnna, or single particle ionization. The methcds
wh$ch are .wd to hardm against the varicus envimments may vary from one env$ mnment to mther. For
exa.zple, shielding can be an effective tcel for same Lou energy x-rays but my be ineffective for higher
energy gamma rays. In contrast, even though the hardening ❑ethods may be different, one may find that the
hardness ess.ra”ce procurement pr.aced”res may be simi b regardless of the envi r.anme”t.

5
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3.2.9 Hardness assessment. Hardness msse.smen% is the determinant ion of the s.scept <b< Li ty’ to damage or
upset of a system, SUb.%ysteol 0, component.

3..2.10 Piece-mart hardness .s, . . . . . . . Pi em-part hardness assurance is the appli cat loo of product ion
controls and tests to the procurement of an electronic part to ensure that its radiaticm resp.ms,e is within
acceptable limits.

3.2.11 System hardness ass.. r.mce. Wst=m he.dne= a$,.rance ..nsi sts of the procedures applied during
system fabri cation, and procurement to ensure that the system maintains a “clear response that stays wi thin
acceptable limits.

3.2.12 Hardness maintenance. Hardness maintenmce is the combination of inspection, test, and repair
activities accomplished on a hardened system to ensure that the I!ard”ess designed into the system is
retained thrwghout the system lifetime.

3.2.13 nardness s“r.ei L1ance. Hardness s.rvei LLance cansi st$ of the tong term inspect <o” and test

PrO.edures, Per fo.m& beyond hardness maintenance, which are conducted t. assure that systems are proper lY
nalnte. i”ti .i th the desi red hardness.

3.2.14 Hardness verification. Hardness verification is the determinant ion through a caref”1 sequence of
t=sts and analyses that a system design is in fact hardemd in cmptiance with the n.ct.zar specification.

3.2.15 w. Latchup i“ i“reg?ared circuits is . . abnormal cperating stare .s.ua(ly’ characterized by
the failure of a device to respe”d properly to input credit ions, and the presence of abnormally high
currents cm Lwth flouing i“ the device. Latch.p is usually caused by the regenerative acticm of fc.”r layer
(PNPN) c.and.cti.m paths within the device.

3.2.16 ~. Lot is the collection of parts from which the .mr+te has been take” (see N1L-M-3E51 O).

3.2.17 Lot acceptance. Lot acceptance test is the test of a sample of parts from a procurement lot to
deter.ine if the lot is acceptable. For the puippc.se of hardness assurance, this term is intended to be a
gener~ c term in order to standardize on c.snwnky “A expressions such as lot ccnfc.rmmce test, qmli ty
c.mformance test, or quality conformance inspect icn.

3.2.18 _. Lot size (N) is the nutier of parts in the lot before the sample has bee” removed.

3.2.19 Mean dose rate to fai lure. The mean dose rate failure for (?=) .

3.2.20 lfeas”rd ba.garithmic mean. Measured bagari thmi c ❑ean for PARRADCln(PARuD)l.

h(PARwD) = ~ + 2n(PARwDi)

1-

3.2.21 Mensured lcqarithmic ❑ea”. Ness.red logarithmic ❑ ean for +F&lL @.(-f FAIL)].

6
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3.2.22 Hemmed loaa.ithmic standard deviation. lle ❑easured lcgari thmi c standard deviation for

i7A1L ‘stn(?F/tIL)3.

3.2.23 Heesured Lc.aarith.ic standard deviaf ion. Measured logarithmic standard deviation for

PARWD 150 CStn(PARWD)1

3.2.24 Measured ❑ean. Ikasuwd ma” for PAR(=).

==; $pARi

1.

here PARi is the parameter value measured for the ith devi m.

3.2.25 Measured standard deviat im. Measured standard devi at ion for PAFIRAD[s(PARuD) 1,

S(PARmD) = ( ; \ (PARwDi - PAR)2 }’/2

3-

3.2.26 Cne-sided tolerance Limit. One-sided toierance limit (W is the number of standard deviations
fr.m the mean which defines a 1iu.it on a nor-l (y distributed parameter (PAR), with confidence C that the

parameter in the parent population is greater than

PAR - Kn(”, c, PFAIL) x S(PAR)

or less than

I PAR - KTL(n, C, PFAIL) X S(PAR)

7
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3.2.27 Parameter failure value. Parameter f~i Lure value (pARFA L) i, the value Of a W,ticu tar Wrem.tev
for the device under evaluation at which circuit failure is de fin ~ to occur. This value is npplir,aticx!

3.2.28 Parameter sDecifi.ation value. Parameter specification. .al.e (pARfllN or pARRAX) is the $pecifi=d
minim-m or maxim. device parameter value prior to irradiation. This value is usually given by the
manufacturer.

3.2.29 Parameter desitm mar.ain. Parameter design margin (OH)

DH = PARFAIL I exp -1

for parameters which incrense with radiation, and

DN = exp C.tn(PARRAD)l I ?ARFAIL

for parameters which decrease with radiation, where PARR&D is evaluated at ~SpEC

3.2.30 ~. Part (piece part) is the electronic deice used in o specific circuit application or test.

3.2.31 Part Cate.wrizat ion criterion. Part categorization criterion (PCC) is a categorization method
which ser. a separate criterion to categorize each particular part type used in a system. The DM of each
part type is compared to its PCC to determine its part category.

3.2.32 Part w rav,eter value. Part parameter value (PAV) is the electrical parameter value measured for a
device.

3.2.33 Radiation-induced w rameter value. Radiation-induced parameter value (PARRAD) is the value of a
parameter at a particular radiation level.

3.2.34 sample size. Sample size (n) is the number of parts, selected at random frca the Lor, to be
tested.

3.2.35 Specified dose rate. Specified dose rate (t$PEc) is the oaximm dose rate which the circuit

under considerate i.cm must vi thstand.

3.2.36 Suruivzbi lity level. Survivability level is the radiation level which the device, circuit or
system can withstand without suffering an impairment of its abi lity to accomplish its function.

3.2.37 w.

c Confidence level

DIKPAR) Parameter design margin

DlfBP Design Mrgi. break paint

cm Dose rate design margin

+FAIL 8.ase-rate-tO-f ai lure value

tiF Mean dose rate to fai lure

?sPEC
specif i cd dose rate

8
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+CIRC

1P

*PP

Is

15P

lT

%

%L

J?n(PAR~D)

in(*FAIL)

n

N

PAR

‘&RFAl,

PARM,N o? P&RMAx

W?AD

Pcc

‘h(p%d

‘fn(?FAIL)

‘DIST

t rec

%pec

ci rc.mvcnt io” dose rate

Junction photocurrent

Primary photocurrenr

Ci rc”it saturation current

Secondary photocurrent

Terminal current

rhreshold currmt

One-sided tolerance limit factor

!!easured kgari thmi c mea. for PARWD

Measured bagari thmi c mean for ?Tuz

sample size

Lot size

Device parameter value

Parameter fai lure value

Specified parameter value (minimum or maxiuum)

Radiation-induced parameter vaL.e

Part categorization criterion

Standard deviation fOr pAR~D

Heasur@d logarithmic standard deviation for 9-

Cumulative propwticm of distribution

Recovery time

Al louable recovery time

3.2.39 Vulnerabi litv level. Vulnerability Level is the level at which the device is considered to have
failed the functional requirement.

,.
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.4. DESIGN HARDENING

.4.1 Overview of dose-rate design hnrdeninq. O.ase rate design hardeni~ is the iterative process by .hi ch
the system requirements are assessed, the circuits are designed, parts nre selected, and circuit
susceptibility is assessed to achieve an optirta(ly harde”cd circuit design. The systen specificati.ams are
met by hardening methods such as part setection, current- limiting, photocur rent compensation, power
management, shield in+, and other methcds. The fot lowing sections describe those specific aspects of design
hardening which affect dose-rate hardness nssura”ce and .JUCLine the genere L rcq.i reme”ts f cm radiation
design hardening. The output of the design hardening program .s requi red for hardness assurance is
discussed.

4.q.3 Radiation desi.an hardening. Radiaz ion design hardening consists of circuit design, parts
selecr ion, and hardness assessment activities performed to achieve an optimum erd cost-ef feet ive circuit
design that wiLL be survivable in a given radiation environment.

4.1.2 Dose-rate hardeninq methcds. Oose- rate hardenimg ❑ethcds cannot usually be limited to a single
technique which epplies to all effects. in addition, many of the techniques used involve circuit or
system-level consideration and da not necessari ly depend on specif i. device characteristics. 1. general,
hardening techniques fal 1 into three categories:

a. Those wfti ch deal with the devices and, therefore, are strongly influenced by the choi cc of devices
(e. g., dielectric isolation).

b. Those which use n circuit or system so Lution that depends on knowledge of the device
characteristics, (e. g., current Limiting).

c. Those which use a circuit or system solution that &es “m directly depend on the specific device
characteristics, (e. g., circumvention).

I.. *.3 Desiqn hardeninq Drocess. Once system analysis has determined that dose-rate hardening is
required, the process of design hardening begins and prcd”ces several results that are rquired for the
hardness assurance program. The following steps are req.i red to carry out a successful program;

a. Determi nat ion of hardening ❑ easures.

b. Determination of the circuit failure criterion for each part application and dose-rate effect cm the
basis of worst -csse analysis.

c. Det erminat ion of the ■ean-dose-rate-tc- fai lure uhi ch causes the .i rcui t or device to fai L.

d. [dentificatio” of the characterization data, data scurce, and quality of datn used for the
determination of fai lure.

e. Determinant ion of the device design margins.

f. Determination of the pert categorization criteria, PCC, or the DHBP value. The device design
margins are compared to the categorization criterin to determine test and control criteria.

g. Categorization of the part for each app(icaticm and effect being evaluated.

4.1.4 Statistical qualification. in s.me uses, where Little data are available, part characterization
may be used to qualify devices on a statistical basis. Statistical qualification requires that the
FC$UJlationof devices has a statistically well behaved dose-rate respanse which follows a known
distributicm. In other sit.aticm there the part response is extremely variable, a wrst-cnse esti-te of
the taund of the statistical distributicm may be used.

4.1.5 Small desiq” msarqins. Part types with very small design margins should be ●laminated from use in
the system. The decisim as to hhm a design margin is s-11 ●nawgh to make the part unacceptable wili
depend m the cost of rejecting lots during hardness assurance versus the cost of either using e Less
sensitive part type or redesigni~ the circuit. Since these costs are high Ly dependent on the specific part

tYPe ~~ ~he Swci f i c sYstem in *ich the part is .sed, no one formuka for determining a minimm acceptable
design margin can apply to all situaticm. Tim suggestsd general rules for selecting parts are:
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a. Pert types with design marains 1 or Less ui L1 not be used.

b. Part types vi th design margins between 1 end 2 are general (y unacceptable, and should be used only
if no alternatives are available. on the &sis of calculations for si(icon bi~lar transistors, a
relatively high rate of lot rejection and part foi lure or bath is to be expec%ed WfWn parts with
design margins less than t- are used. The actual rejection rate end risk wi 11 depend on the part
distribution arm’ the Va?ia”ce of that distrib.tie”.

4.1.6 Part selection. During design hardening, one of the most effective steps for reducing hardness
assurance costs is the proper setectio. of radiation-resistant parts. This is particularly’ important for
dose-rate ●ffects, since some of these effects are most efficiently handhd by the choice of proper parts.

4.1.6.1 Oevice desiqn fabrication w r..eters. Device design fabrication parameters may be an iwrtant
factor i“ Cantmlling the dose-rate respmse of a devic= (see figure 1). For example, parts with dielectric
isolation, gold doping, buried layers or other techniques, cay be used to avoid Latchup. Internal
@otocurrent co~ensat ion may be used to $mprove the threshold for upset. These kinds of faccors need to be
considered uhem components are beiw selected. Pats .i th .ml ler geometry, having Lower photo respmse,
might be substituted for parts with unacceprab(y large photoresponse. Parts with higher thre?.hakds for
upset or burnout may be substituted for others.

‘4. 1.7 Circuit desiqn features. The use of special circuit design features may be an effective system

solution to accomplish hardening for the dose rate environment. W use of Low .oltages and Long circuit
t i.= constants may be an cf f ect i.e hardening ❑ethcd. LotI vottages reduce the probability of latchup, .hi le

long circuit time constants may raise the .pser threshold of the device.

4.1.7.7 Currmt limiting. Current limiting is a hardeni~ technique !hich, thrcugh circuit design,
limits the maximum current which may be delivered to the device. 1“ general, current limiting can be an
effective means of increasing the immunity of the device to b.rncut and pre.=nt in+ latchup.

I DOSE FIArE I

\ PHOTOC”RRENT$ I

E!EIE!EIEIEIEEIEIEEI
I

FIGURE 1. Response tree for dose-rat= effects.
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4.?.8 system kevel s.k.t ions. Like part selecc ion, circuit design hardening can be a ve.y effective way
of reducing the hardness assurance effort. Again, if a circuit can be redes igmed to change the
ckassificaticm of a part from radiation sensitive to i“se”si rive, such redesign may be highly cost-effective
over the Life cyc Le of the system. Although the subject is very complex and a cc.zplete treatme”r is beyond
the scope of this document, the fol lowing suggestions are considered:

I
a. Uhere passible, civc”its s.hwtd be designed so as to maximize the use of intrinsically-hard Pares,

and to minimize the use of costly radiation hardened F-arxs.

I
b. Ci rcuirs should be designed to minimize sen$it i.icy to the trensient dose-rate reslwn$e.

I c. Lir,i t ing resistors should be used to protect devi ..s f r.. burnout nnd to reduce Latchup sensi t i.i ty.

d. System or circuit design sal”ricms shculd be considered for devi .es where n design margin approach
is rwt possible. For ●xample, devices that nre suscept~ble to latchup & n-at usually lend
themselves to a design margin approach. In this case a power management technique, where Fewer is
mn!e. tari lY removed, wwld be a PQSSible alternative at the system level.

I 4.1.8.1 Circumvention ard cower management. It is not always feasible to eLininate all devices which are
Iatchup-prcme from the system design. Therefore, the possibility of device tatchup wst be eliminated by
other means. Often, some form of Wer management is used in circuit design. Either the FOuer is
periodically removed from the device thrwgh a method of pawer strabicg, where the device per is
periodically reme.ed, o. power is removed upon the detection OT radiation, as in circumvention.

4.1.8.2 Fault-tolerant desiqn. The area of faul r-tolerant design is beyond the scope of this document.
For the present, it is sufficient to note that some circuits are able to tolerate the upset or failure of
some devices. In upset-toLerant cir.z”its, the devices .Pe usually linear or combinatorial logic devices and
are restored t. their correct operating condicio”s after the radiation pulse. Ma”-atte”dec! quipment may
even be allowed to tolerate latchup, blown fuses and tripped circuit breaker%.

&1. &3 shie Ldimq. For space systems, prompt dose-rate effects are the result of the sum of the x-ray

and prompt gamma-ray induced transient foni zation. lhe dose rate caused by the x-rays is usual lY dominant
over the gamma-ray dose rate. The x-rey dose rate can be reduced with shielding. Let envircwment cannot

practically be reduced with shielding for missi 1= or airborne systems. Thus, shielding is in general only

pract i -1 to reduce the x-ray c~ent to the level of the Y co+mt. For systems wt!i ch wst operate
thrcugh an ●vent, this can be important since the gamma rays alone can induce circuit upset. It shculd be
noted that some shields used to reduce the x-ray dose can cause lEHP problems and techniques such as using
(w-z cmting material may be rqu~red to reduce electrcm mission on certain space or airborne systems.
For sme grwnd-b+,sed systems, large annunts of shielding my be possible. Concrete bunkers or other heavy
shields may be considered.

6.7.8 .3.1 SWce svstem shielding. In many space systems, dose-rate effects can be great lY reduced
through the use of sc.ae careful design factors and judi ci .x$ shieldi~. some simple design rules that are
often used are:

a. Wry sensitive co!dpanents deep in the system, for self -shielding.

b. Grcap sensitive cc+ments tcgether for mutual protection and shndowing and core ec-ical
shielding.

c. Locate such graupings near massive structural elements.

d. Increase chassis and structural element thickness in selected areas for increased shieldiq.

e. Include smallbacaldevice shields for additi~al &sc rate rcducti.=m.

4.1.8 .3.2 Ueiaht penalty.. It is it!partant to note that the weight penalty for extensive and uassive

shielding is often prohibitive for space or airborne system, and device location is often dictated by
circuit requirements uhich may preclude locating the part in an cptiwm location for shielding. New
packaging techniques are being developed, which incorporate shielding as part of special lY Ccmstructed
packages (see 6.1.4 herein).
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4..2 Part catcqo. izotion methcd,. A% part of the design phase, ~t iS mecessary t. determihe the radiation
response of the fwrt types, and to classify the parts with regard to the need for hardness at.surancc. The
categorization of the part types is performed in accordance ui th S hereih.

4.2. J categorization of parts. categorization of parts is more complex for dose-rate effects then for
other radiation effects. Because of the mulrip( icity of effects in the dose-rate environment, each effect
she. Ld be considered separately. For example, n part my be protected from burnout by providicq adequate
c.rre”t -limiting but may sti 11 be sensitive to upset. Thus, the part wcwld be examined for each fai lure
mcde identified in the design.

l+. 2.2 Fai Lure mcdes. F.art””ately, some f e.i Lure wales such as upset are nondest rut ive and, therefore,
may be handled using a 1W percent screen to ensure hardness. However, such screens WY be necessary onLy
in the most severe m.i rnnnents where the parts have a sad [ margin, or for speciel cases such as radiat im
detectors.

(..2.3 Pavz at* ries. The categories into which p-arts may be segregated based on their varjous dose
rate responses are:

a. Har.iness critical
category lM (HCC-l R)

b. Hardness cr{tical
category 1S (HCC-IS)

c. Hardness c?i t i cal
catqo,y lM (HcC-l H)

d. Hardness critical
category 2 (HCC-2)

e. Hardnessnoncritical
(HNC)

Lot acceptance tests and/or hardness assurance
screens required.

These parts ray not require lot acceptance
acceptance tests because they have sufficient design margin, but are
included in the HCC-1 classification because they may be nonstandard parts,
or may require special procurement f rum one 0. more specific manufacturers
due to the particular process-related radiation characteristics of the
manufacturers. HCC-lS parts may require occasional sample testing similar
to that which may be done for HCC-2 Pam+, to assure that the
process-related radiation characteristics do not change with time.

These jmrts w-aid nor require lot acceptance
tests on the basis of design aargin, but are included in the HCC-1
.Lassif i cation because they are Itardness-dedi ce.ted parts. These parts are
included in the design for the purpmse of hardeni~. Protection diodes and
circumvent ion detectors are in this category.

These parts do not require lot acceptance teats,
Lwc ray requj re occasional sample testing to verify that the manufactur~ng
process has not changed signif i cant lY.

These parts have such Large design margins, or do n-at have a
critical radiation failure criterion, so that resring is not
required, even on a“ occasional basis.

4.2.6 De8iqn marqins. Design margins are used to categorize p$rts to derermi”e the degree of control end
test ing that may be rqui red. TW methods are propesed for classifying the parts, the design margin
breakpc.jnt methcd and the psrt categorization cri terian methcd. @nth methcds req.i re part radiation
characterization test data to detertdne a design margin. The design mwgin js then coqmred to a numerical
.alw specified by .me of the two methods.

6.2.4.1 Design Wwin break M int method (OHPB). The DlfBP ❑ethod (see 6.1.3 herein) is generally mst
useful for systems with wderate requ~ rements. when the DHBP ❑etld is used, a single value of the tNiSP is
spect f id during the design phaae. This &r is the breakpint betuee” HCC-IM, vhere teats are required
on ●ach lot, and HCC-2, !iIWre tests are not rqui red on each Lot. In rtddition, a design margin uhich
separates HCC-2 from HflC will a(sa b.s s~cifi cd.

13
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4.2.6 .1.1 Desi.an marqin break w int value. Since the DHBP value is the breakpoint between Categories 1
and 2. lncreasi~ this .al.e increases the confidence that . . . be placed in the HCC-2 part Caregorizaticn.
However, it also increases the number of HCC-1H part types that wi 11 req.i re tot acceptance testing.
Generally, it is cost-effective to set the DMBP vaLue as low as practical within the risk factors
established by the system requirements. me OMBP mechcd is important for dose-race hardness assurance
because statistical failure distributions are not ktwwn for all effects, and the designer must rely more
strongly on engineering judgment. A design margin breakpoint va~.e will need to be specifid on the basis
of the best avai Lable in f.arwti o”.

4.2. h.2 Part cateqorizar ion criteria ❑ethod. The PCC method (see 6.1.1 end 6.1.2 herein) is most often
used for systems with severe rcqui re.ents. Ho.ever, one of the more i~rtant assumptions made i n using the
Pcc metf!cd is that the fai lure resw”se of the device may be character zed by a known, or perhaps a
worst-case, statistical distributica. Before th= ■ethods used to determine the part catqori zat ion are
pre%e”ted, it shwld be pointed cut that a significant portion of radiation test dnta seems to be best
represented by the Log-normsl statistical distributicfi. (The leg-normal distribution is r+ansymmetrical,
with a positively skewed tai 1. ) me ❑ea” value for this distritwicn is the gecmetric mean, and the
variance of the data is the Qeametric dis.persio”. To apply normal statistical calc”l?.c ions to lcg-norma L
data, $t is first necessary to transform the date into a normal distribution space by taking the Logarithm
of the data. After the rwr~l statistical calculations me compkted, the anti logs wst be used to transform
the calculations back into the Log-normal space (see 6.1.1 an-d 6.7.5 herein).

4.2.4.3 Desiqn marqin conpromi~e. In addition to the DlfBP and PCC values, the design developers MY
specify a level above the specification criteria requirements that is used t. differentiate between
unacceptable parls .& lho$e Cla,si f ied as HCC-l H. The vai.e assigned 10 this ““mber is based on se.eral
considerations. A SW1l value may be desirable to minimize the number of part types categorize as
unacceptable. However, too sma11 of a . . lue may result i n an .n@cceptably high rejection rate during lot
acceptance testing for part rypes with small design margin values. The value selected Mill be a cofiproaise
between these two factors.

4.2.5 Dose-rate statistics. time dose-rate effects do war follow 1~-.ormal statistics. For example,
some burnout data may follmi a bimodal distributiw (see 6.1.6 herein). Therefore, before these hardness
assurance ❑ethods a?e applied, the statistics being used to define the hardness assurance tests sust be
verifi.xl through standard statistical tests: In scm cases, a larger design margin the DtlBP ❑ethod may be
used t. compensate for distributional .arie.ti.ms.

4.3 worst-case ma lysis. The dose-rate envi :o”ment produces a transient photo respmse in semiconductor
devices wh~ch results i“ a variety of device effects, dependimg on the type of device. The design msrgin,
cm the other hand, is usually defined in terms of the ratio of the mean failure dose-rate to the specified
(evel. Although the actual design margin my be definsd in terms of a dose-rate margin, the actual failure
occurs whm a particular device parameter reaches -e limit. mis ●rid-point electrical parameter f ai Lure

‘aLue is caLLti ‘ARFAIL
and is determined by worst-case circuit analysis.

4.3.’I -e parameter criteria. upset is a nondestructive transi=nt effect that interrupts normal
system Werat 10.. Circuit upset may or may not occur because of device phatacurre”c, dependiw on the
ci rc. i t art-d piece-par% resp.mse a“d recovery time. Hardening against upset can require circuit modification
e.g., increasing circuit tine constants, software mdificaticn, signal time sequencing, or piece-part
replaceae”t. Since dose-rate effects are often transient in nature, the ectuat failure parameter may not be
one of the usua LLy measured device parameters such as gain or saturat ion voltage. The dose rate effect may
be n“ upset, change i n output voltage, or even a device burr!nut. Table 1 gives a partial list of -e
cmwm dose-rate ef f ccts for a n“tir of device types.

I 4.3.2 Surrwut e“aly= is. Burnout analysis consists of determining the stress on the device and ccmpari~
that Stress to the fai lure threshold of the device. However, burnout data in the dose rate mvi r.nuent is
riot usual lY readi Ly available, and some procedure for ●st immting the burnout threshold must be used.

14
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TABLE 1. Tyr.i cal dose-rate fai lure parameter criter$a for several device types.

Part
class

Diode

Transistor

Linear lCS

Digital

parameter

1P = photocurrent

1= = saturation current

16P
= sec.mdary photocur rent

Tra”si ent upset

Burnout

Latchup

upset

flit flip

tlurnc+n

Lat chup

Failure condition I
and comments

I = I ~ where Ith is the wised
p&er ~amage threshold. I

Is = lth or

15P = lth

‘ret = ‘spec

1, = tth

Latchup cannot be handled in terms of a I
PAR~AIL. Dev$ ce ceases to respond.

bVo change i. output V Upset -y be handled
in terms of noise margins, or simply in
terms of the dose rare hi ch produces upset

Change of state i n stored parameter.

IT = Ich

I
Latchup cannot be handled in terms of a I
PAR~AIL. Device ceases to function.

~

I
6.3.2. ? Faihire esrimati o”. At mcderate dose rates, , burnout seldca occurs because

of the energy in the pulse. Rather, burnout occurs bece
‘&<~rne&a ~=~ in the circuit, (-,

! h anaiysis then must consider thesupplies, capacitors, inductors), releasing their mergy % t ● d& e.

I circuit current li nit ing, device suscept ibi lity threshold end of tm wi 11 use the Wnsch-Bel 1 equation (see
6.J.7 herein) or one of its modified forms (see 6.7.8 herein), to translate the threshold data to the time
regime in question, If the device stress multiplied by the design margin is less than the expected fai Lure

th~eshold, “the part is considerd safe. If tiot> then device substitution, or circuit harde”i”g techniques
should be used.

4.3.2.2 Burnout data. Exist ing data bases usua LLy exhibit a wide ra~e of v.aLues in the burnout
thresholds. These data bsses are usual (y mast usefuL for comparison of devices in the device selection
process. For reL i able burnout data, a number of factors such as the defined fai lure cri tericm, the test
techniques, and the data analysis ■ethcds mist be carefully examined for ccwistency ui th the 8ppLi cation.
[f sdquate documentation is mt available with the data, the data base may be unusable for accurate LmnOut
analysis, and new data maY be required.

4.3.4 Latchun anaLysis. Latchup analysis consistg of identifying devices which are susceptible to
latchup. - device technologies such as junction isolettd integrated circuits are known to be
batchup-prone. other technologies may rcqui re forwli zcd Latchup amlysis procedures (see 6.1.9 herein) to
identify l.stchup paths. If Lc.tchup paths exist, then some action mst be takm. SOOe of these actirns hWe
been discussed earlier, md consist of hardming features Like prt substituticm, or system solutions (see
6.1.10 herein). 3ome technoLcQi es, such as 93S and S01, are latchup f rec.
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1..4 Desiqn marqi”s. There are several design margins tiich .8. apply to a system. AS pr..iousty
indi catcd, the dose-rate design margin is .s.a Lly a ratio of n ●ean dose-rate threshold to a specified &se
rate. However, there are some exceptions. Typical design mmrgi”s Era given helm.

I b.

I
c.

For circuits in which the fnil.re prokbility increases with dose rate, the des~gn margin is

where ~F is the ■ean dos= rate for fai lure. ti example of this design margin mld be the case

of upset in integrated circuits.

h subset of the first case would apply for circuits thar incorporate circumvention in their design.
In this case, the design 8argin wauld be

For some cases, the fai lure results from a change in the relative circuit response time. The
desia” marain in these cases maY be defined in terms of the allowable transient duration. The
desi&mar~in cmld be

~H, . t(alloued)

Y t(induced)

The akbawd transient duration could be a recovery time in digital circuits or a %aturaticm time in
linear circuits.

L.5 Data requirements. Radiaticn respcnse data on devices are needed for varicus aspects of the design

of a radiaticn hardened system. The requiremmts at data for the design hardening phase and the hardness
assurance phase are swewhat different. These differences are related to the issue of part qualification
and P.src acceptance.

4.5.1 Radiation charecterizati cm. Dose-rate resp.mse data are needed in the design hardening effort to
aid in part selection and the determination of expected design margins. The characterization data may be
obtained frOM existirw data, or from new part characterization tests.

4.5.1.1 Burnout. Actual characterization measurements can be avoided if there exist. 6 large body of
data descr i-e dos-rate respmse of the devices. However, extreme caution must be exercised when
existing data are used. Since mast dose-rate effects are related to device g-etry, diffusim Length,
doping, ●tc., assurance must be obtained that the data being used da in fact apply to the device in
quest inn.

4.5.1 .1.2 Existinq data .$cwces. Exi8ting data sources for burnout data WY be considered for use.
Uauever, there are a variety of ways in which burmt data may be taken. The test pulse duration and shape,
the test circuir, the definition of fnilure, and the sources of devices are all variables which may affect
the data. Surnout threshold data may be useful, provided that the design eargin is large enough to mske the
devices HCC-2 or HNC.

4.5.1 .1.3 -. I.atchup can be a low probability failure rode in LatchuwsusceptibLe devices, and m
amount of existing data can estabLish the latchup susceptibility of a part type with confidence. I.atchup is
Lot sensitive, end existing data generally are not useful except to demonstrate that a particular device has
a significant latchup prcblem.
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6.5.1 .1.6 Piece-part phot.ac.rre.t data. The use of piece-part ptmoc.rrenr data is frequently limited in

upset analysis co .cbmpmison of circuits and devices as a first-cut screen to identify critical circuits
that require detailed analysis and further test data. Existing piece-part photocurrent data oftm must be

interpolated o. extrapolated because the radiation levels or pulse. idths used to c+tain the data ere not the
same as those of the specified environment. Extrapolation of photocu. rent data to higher radiation lcve[s

can lead to Large ● rrors because effects become nonlinear (e.g., the device may saturate).

4.5.1.2 Characterization tests. Characte.izet ian measurements are made m samples of P9rts to estimate
the rediat ion response of the ppulat ion of Parts. The sample set consists of piece parts of a single part

type selected from a proc. reme”t L.C. It is irrpartant to assure that a variety of date codes be represented
i“ the sample in order TO obtain a representative device response (see 6.1.11 herein). Several situations
exist.

4.5.1 .2.1 lbet test~rw. Upset testirw is abrast alwaysnondestructive. Therefore, an upset threshold
test on 100 percent of the devices cculd be performed, provided that only a small number of state vectors
are required to be tested. For large-scale integrated circuits, the number of state vectors u+ich need to
be tested may preclude a Kll percent test because of potential total dose damage to the device, test time
and cost. 1. these cases, the upset threshald wst be found on a sample basis.

4.5.1 .2.2 Burnout threshold. Burneat threshold ●easurements are destructive tests. Therefore, sample
measurements must be mnde. The principal difficulty in burnout characrerizatim is that threshold data are

quit: variable, the tests are time consuming, and since tests are usually dorm on small samples, gccd
statistical analysis >s not a.ai( able (see 5.3.2).

4.5.7 .2.3 -. I.atch.p is a problem which cannot be solved by sampting, since latchup can be e 10.
probability failure UC&. Therefore, sample tests are usually inadequate to determine the extent of the
problem. AS a result, lmtchup cannot be handled by statistical inference.

6.5.1.3 Sam[e sizes. It is important, fro. statistical comiderar ions, that .s many devices as
practical be used for radiaticm characterization ❑easurements (see 6.1.72 herein). A good statistical test
wwld i“chnie at least 23 parts, and wre would be better. The sample shculd c4me from several lots. An
absolute mfniwm would be five parts, with such a small number being used only when the parts are difficult
to obtain or the tests are very expensive. d small number of parts cculd Lead to a poor and possibly
erroneous characterization. Furthermore, since the criteria for categorizing parts may depend on
statistical ccosiderat ions, the use of a small nuober of parts may result in devices being categorized as
HCC-1 (lot acceptance test required) aim@y because of wide statistical uncertainties. Thi5 situation can
teed to the rquirirq of Large design margins, and perhaps greater expense. It is worth noting that a small
sample size may turn mt to be an “expensive economy. ”

4.5.1.4 Measurement of stress to failure. fie recommended procedure for characterization ❑easurements
is to measure the threshold dase rate at which the dose-rate effect occurs. Hany test ❑ethods have bem
written describing radiation test procedures. 6 listing of some of these procedures is given in Appendix B.

4. S.1.6.3 GenemL test procedures. The general test procedure varies, depending on the effect being
measured. However, in almost all cases it is the threshold dose rate at which the dose-rate effect occurs,
which is to be measured. The exception to this rule is data taken for burnout effects. This exception wil(
be discussed later.

4.5.1.5 Example of “Dset data. An example of data for CnOS 16K random access memories is shoun in table
11. lhe data shoun are for Loss of data measuremmts performed at a li”enr accelerator. These data are
presented as an exaqle of the calcutatioru descxibrd in the previcaa section, and should not be used for
design in formti.m. A Lcg-normsl cumulative plot of the data is shown on figure2, indicating the
well-behaved distribute.m of this particular data set. A similar plot bwld need to be made for each data
set in order to assure that the statistics used &, in fact, apply to the data in question.

6.5.1 .5.7 Data m ints. TIIe data points representing the bwest upset value for the dose rate have been
least square fit for the analysis. Using the lasest upset values may be adquate for date of sufficient
quality, where the difference between the highest nan”pset dose rate end the Lowest upset dose rate is only
a few percent (-25 percent). 1“ other cases, a maximum likelihwd estimate could be used (see 6.1.13
herein).
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4.5.1 .5.2 LW-n.armal statistics. The c.,au Lntive plot of figure 2 indicates that the distribution of
these data is approximately bag-normal. Therefore log-normal stat~stics .iLL be ass.md to be justified for
use for hardness assurance on this device. The lo2-norma L ❑ean and standard deviation are calculated in
table 11 for use i“ this document. (?hese parameters are defined in 3 herei n.)

4.5.2 Nonstatistical prob(ems. some dose-rate effects cannot be analyzed statistically. For example,
l.tch.p sometimes hes such . LW occurrence rate that the gathering of statistics about the stress co
failure .ould be impractical. Therefore, in the case of katch.p, a Less rigorous hardness assurance

approach i. often used for devices that are latchup prone. The procedure generally follows one of the
following technlq”.es:

a. Latchup screens.

b. Latchup analysis.

c. system solutions.

4.5.2.1 Latchuo screens. Uhen four-layer paths exist i. devices, the question Qf Latchup Wst be
.zcmider.?d. It has been suggested that if the beta prcduct of the fcur- layer path could be determined,
Latchup cmld be handled statistically. However, insufficient data exists to qualify this technique, since
Psras itics are involved and quantificaticm is e[usive.

4.5.2 .1.1 Irmosed screens. Lntchup screens are often imposed to find latchup-f.ee devices. These
screens are designed to n.mdestructively rest 152 percenx of the devices in an ionizicq radiation source
(see 6.1.74 herein). Recently, IQ3 perr.e”t screening of parts has .o.e under criticism on the basis that
the screen may o.erstress the parts, thus creating larent defects and impacting device reliability. This
pastu late has not yet been experimentally justified. All devices which latch are discarded. Problems
associated with this technique are discussed in 5..?..? herein.

TABLE 11. LOSS of data parameter neosurement.

Device All 1,s

Serial NO UpSet I Upset

Number (y) IO(*) (~) k%(+)

1 8.IW E6 15. s9 8.57 E6 15.96

2 7.16 E6 15.78 8.29 E6 15.93

3 8.29 E6 15.93 9.7~ E6 16.09

4 8.29 E6 ‘15.93 8.% E6 76.L?J

5 I.W E? ~6.f12 1.03 E7 16. i5

6 1.01 E? 16.12 ?.77 E? 16.22

7 7.09 E? 76.2u 1.17 E? q6.22

8 l.m 27 16.12 1.14 E7 76.25

9 1.06 E7 ‘16.18 1.14 E7 16.23

10 1.17 E? 16.28 1..?9 27 16.37

Avg. En(~FAIL) =
16.05

Std.Dev.sin(t) = 0.16
Std. Dev. sEn(~FAIL) =

0.15

Avg. fo(~) =
16.14
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6.5.2.2 Latchup malv$ is. A Latch.p ann(ysis procedure (see 6.1.9 herein) Has been deve Loped for biwlar
circuits to aid in the latchup ss.sessme”t of circuits. The purpose of the (atchup analysis Procedure is to
determine tiether the device is L8tch.p free, by using an analytical technique. This procedure attempts to
identify .11 the four-layer PNPN psths in the device. By use of this procedure, one can determine if four-
Layer paths exist, end if they are biased corrsct~y for latch.p, the device will not latchup. It shcuLd be
ncned that such analyses are complex and i“..alve co”siderabL.s time i“ acquiring the mcessary device-design
date to perform che ana Lysis.

4.5.2.3 system mLwions. Fin.sl Ly, Latchup can be hand Led effectively at the system Leve L by a variety
of m?thcds. These ❑ethcds are not the subject of this document, and thus are not discussed in detai L here.
However, SOMS of the more effective techniques are:

a. Power mnagement, whereby the power to the device is mcme”t.sriiy interrupted, thus interrupting
Letchup.

b. Current and voLtege limiting, where the appLied bias and the allowable current are held veLL beLow
tlmse required for Latchup.

4.5.2.4 Piece PSrt solutions. The best Solutim to the latchup problem is to use devices which are not
larchup susceptible tienever possible. Three means of avoiding Latchup at the device Level are:

a. Dielectric isolation, where no .mre than tkw nctive junctions are alLo.@d within an isolated
region, siLicon on sapphire or siLicon on in$u Later substrates.

b. Process controls to prevent Latch.p, which reduce the parasitic gains of the four-layer paths to
extreme Ly Low values. These controls my in.o Lve gold doping, neutron radiation, epitax iaL layers
on high Ly doped substrates.

c. Anaty~is which dewnstrates that any four-layer paths that may exist cannot Latch because of bias
or circuit conditions.

4.6 Lot acceptance testing. Hardness assurance acceptance tests are performed on devices during the
production phase of a program. These tests are usually performed on s-smpLes frm procurement lots of
devices in order to assure that the devices procured during prcductian have the same radiation performance
as indicated in the characterization tests. Acceptance testing wiLl be discussed in 5 herein.

I
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5. HARDNESSASSURANCE

5.1 Hardness assurance. Hardness assurance (HA) is the application of ❑ethods and proctiures during the
producticm phase of a system to ensure that the system retains the Padiot ion hardness which it uas designed
to have. Although the principal application of hardness assurance is in the production phase, it is
necessary to consider HA during the design phases of a prcgram if a cost-effective system is to be obtained.
Hardness assurance begins in the design phase with definition of the system requirements, radiation
characterization of the piece-parts, calculation of the rquired design margins and the categorization of
semiconductor parts.

5.1.1 Desiq” uaroin. The design margin apprwch for psrt categorization is used to determine if hardness
assurance lot acceptance Zesting is required for a particular part type. The tm ❑ethods used for this
categarizot ion are the design margin break point (DRFcP) method MM the part categorization criteria (PCC)
❑ethcd. wth ❑ethods rquirc part characterization data to determine the design rargins.

5.1.2 Desiq” marqin break POint. DRBP is gmerally used for systems with wderate requirements, and in
cases tier. dose-rate respenses of the devices n.e well understood, or at leasx are bounded. 1. this case,
the calculated design margin for ●ach piecepart {s campared to specified breakpoint, and based an this
comparison, the part cattgory is chosen.

5.1.3 part .sateqorizat ion criteria, PCC applies in all cases tier= the statistical disc. ibution of

failure is known, and is generally used in systems with severe requirements on part survivability.
sometimes a combinatim of rhe two methcds can be used; that is, DMEIPis use-d lo categorize less sensitive
parts, and the PCC value is used for the more sensitive parts.

S.1.4 Unacceptable parts. In any application of these hardness assurance methods, a value must be
specified w+ich wilt be used to separate unacceptable and Hct-f parts. The value must be bssed on several
considerations, such as number of parts rejected, part availability ad cost. Table 111 illustrates this
using a value of 2.

5.1.5 DMBP method. TIIe DM8P methcd is often specified for systems with mcderate requirements with
respect t-e respxse levels. lhe OfcBP values are sometimes based on statistical baseline, but are
sore often based on aced enaineer ina iudaement. thrent specification levels and sv.rem considerations. The
first DH8P value is ~he bre;k poinr-b;twkn I&ll!, where acceptance tests are .&ired on each lot, and
HCC-2, uiIere testu are not required on ●ach lot. ORBP pr-avides a qus{itative level-of-survival p-bi[ity
and ccafidence Level, based on past generic respanse and engineering judgement. Table 111 SIPWS the
relationship between the break Wint values. The seumd DHBP value is the breakpoint between Hcc-2 and HNC.

TABLE 111. Relationship between dose-rate CM and DMBP value.

F’”““‘“ = 5 ‘“ 5OHBP (1) V.9tUe S DPI s DHBP (2) value S DH
t

Part is HCC-IM ~rt; HCC-2 part; Wc I
unacceptable lot acceptance lot acceptance

testing is testing is not
required required

1

5.1.6 PCC cethod. The PCC ❑ethod (see 6.1.1 ati 6.1.2 herein) iS generally required for systsms in khich
stringent requirements are pieced on part types. Uhen PCC is used, it i5 necesssry to calculate the PCC
values based on the characterization data. The PCC dsta are used primsrily to differentiate betWeen HCC-f
ard HCC-2. A second PCC csald be calculated using a smaller allowed failure probability (or a breakpoint
could be CIWJSM) to eeparate HcC-2 parts frw HNC parts. Table IV shows this relationship. I/hen the part
is jwdged unacceptable, the corrective acticm indicated in 5.f. S should & considered.
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TABLE Iv. Relationship between dose-rate OH and PCC vatue.

Dose rate cm ~ S Cm 5 PCC (1) vaL”e S ON 5 Pcc (2) value ~

Parr is HCC-U4 part; HCC-2 Prt; HNC

I /“””=’’’’”’” bat acceptance lot acceptance
testing is testing is “at
req. i red mq.i red

I

5.1.6.1 PCC calcuL.tians. Before the methcd used for deter.miniti.d the PCC value is presented, a
dis.xssi.a” of the factors used +n the calcuhitians is i“ order. The discussion wi(l include the variability
of the dose-rate failure vakues obtained dur~ng characterization, a confidence factor and the required
survival probability.

5.1.6.2 Variability. me variability of the data is represented by the standard deviation, s, and iS
caLcuLc. ted usino the ... values described in 6.2.6. Because the Log-normak distribution is assumed,.

Sti(y,u’) ‘ which is%%andard deviation of the lcgarithm of the
~ZtIL

values, is calculated as follows.

n
2 }1/2

‘fn(+FA IL) = { ~ ~ ~n(+FA*Li) ‘ln(+FA*~)] ,
n–l j=,

th
where .~FAIL is the dose rate resulting in failure for the I device, and n is the s.mple size.

5.’I.6.3 The level of confidence and survival probability. me level of confidence and the survival

probability are introduced into the calculations by mutriplying by the me-sidei toLeran.e limit

“r(~FA#L)factor ~L, *ich is selected from a table of one-sided tolerance I~Ir actQr$ (see aPPe~ix c). This
factor is a functicn of smpLe size n, survival probability pDIST and cOnfjdemce level c. FOr exa@e. $Q

P.3r.ent confidence in W percentprobability of survival ❑eans that if the characterization test were
repeated @any times o. different sample.? from a lot, 90 percent of the time 99 percent of the values

vculd &s ewaL to or greater than the mean less G, times the standard deviation s, or
Y,NL

,.
for a Log mrually distributed variable. The PCC vaLue is calcuhtcd from the

~n (YFhIL$ ‘KTL .Stn ‘~FAIL)’
following relatvanship.

Pcc =exp KTLsl”(qFAIL)

5.1.6.4 Increasing PDIST and C, and ccnseq.ent LY KTL. Increasing PDIST and C, and CCfIS.2.WCntlY KTL,

increases the PCC value and the cost of the hardness assurance program, since increasing the value of PCC
increases the number of part applications that will be categorized as HCC-LM, requiring expensive lot
acceptance testing. Increasing the sample size n generally Mill increase the cost of the characterization
test. However, this added cost my be more than offset during the HA phase of the prcgran, since
increasing the value of n results in a lower value of K., and hence a bnter PCC. This in turn may rdKe

I the nuh~ of part types requiring Lot acceptance testi t%. AS can be seen, the vat.es Of pol ~, C ad n
4selected c.re a tradeoff betwe=n the level-of-hardness assurance desired and the amcant of fu Ing available

I for the HA program. The values of PDIST, C and n Shwld k approved by the SPO men the pcc ~t~ is US~.

I
5.1.6.5 Part tvpc HCC-2. A part type classified as HCC-2 does mt require r-sutine Lot acceptance

testi~. H&dever, men the dose-rate margin apfxoache$ the PCC value, a sample test should be ccmlucted
periodically durig parts procurement. lt shculd be noted that a value of 10 is often used as the
breakpoint value for HCC-2 when using the DlfBP method.

5.7.6.6 Dose-rate umet testing. Hmdestructive tests such 8$ dose-rate upset testing may be performed
.s+7a 100 percent screening basis for parts which have been categorized as HCC-1. Table V indicates the
pessibLe test action vhich may be required.
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TABLE V. Possible testim .Wuire.ent$.

i
I HCC-1 I HCC-2

t

I ~ sa@et, st ~ ~~;~~~,te,t~

upset 1Cz3%screen ?ericdic lot screen
Burnout
Lat chup 1~ screen

5. fl.7 Use of the PCC ❑ethod. If a system has stringent requirements, or if the parts used in the system
have failure levels close to the specification level, then a separate decision rut b made at.wr the risk
to Lw taken for each part type used. Scaetimes, only a few part types are mission critical, and cannot be
allowed to foil. often, certain ■emeries used in the system may not be .Llcwcd to upset or to lose data
through the radiation event. For thes.= prts, an ●stimate of the survival probability and the confidence in
survival are esssntial for design hardening.

5.1.7.1 The reascn for usi rnl the PCC method. The reason for the use of the PCC ■ethod is that the
calculated design -rgin is usually lmercd from the value used in the DflBP method, since the margin is
based on the actual de.~ce performance, and not on a worst-case estimate of the performance of a number of
device types,.

5.1.7.2 An ●xample. Let us assume that the ❑emery used on figure 2 is used in a system in a moderate
environment. Let us further assume that the requirements for the part are described in table VI.

a.

b.

c.

d.

● .

f.

5.2

The first quantity required for the calculation is the dose-rate design msrgin. This is determined
from the data of table 11 and the upset level specification.

7he IDean failure level is given in section 4.2.5 aS ~MP. ew ~(Y),

Fmm the data in table 2, ~F =exp (16.14) =t.02E7.

With a the specified threat level of 5E6, the dos+rate design margin is

DMt = 1.02 E715E6 = 2.05.

The part categorization criterion, PCC, is obtainni from 5.1.2. The Me-sidd tolerance factor,
KTL, is obtained fmm appendix C; for the appropriate 8ample size (N = 10), the survival
pr.ab8bi Lity (P = 0.9999), and the confidence Level (C = 0.9). caut~o. must be exercised when
extrapo Lati~ data to extremely high probabi lity levels.

PCC = exp KTL Stn(+f AIL)

PCC = exp (5.53S80.15) = 2.3.

Since the PCC value is Larger than the DH, the part is categorized as HCC-l AI and lot acceptance
tests must be performed.

TASLE VI. ReQui remcnts at c.srt location.

1Specified threat level 5 E6 rads(si)ls
Required-survival probsbi lity 0.9999 (

I Re.a.i red cmf idmce level I 0.9

Hardness assurance re.aui reuents. The various techniques tiich can be used for hardness assurance
have mow been discussd. This section .i lL provide some guidance on how to app Ly some of these techniques
to various systems.
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5.2.1 upset hardness assurance. Ei the. the DRBP or the PCC ■ethod could be used for hardness assurance
decisions, dependirq O“ the required probability of survival and the device techrmlcgy used. Upset testing
may of te” lead co an adequate stat iscical deter.inat ion of Chresho(ds for fai lure. One, therefore, has the
option to use a number of different hardness assurance techniques in the application of the PCC and DlfOP
methods.

n.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Cne can select from:

Device selection.

Design edification.

lW pe?c.ent screen.

29~le testing.

System soluticn.

5.2.1.1 lW percent screeninq. For systems requiring high confidence of survival, a llYJ percent screen
may be used to assure rhe upset survivability of the device with greater confidence. A 100 percmt screen
can be an ●ffective technique for integrated circuits at small-tc-medium levels of integration. For higher
levels of integrat icm, a statist i cat apprcach may be used, since the number of state vectors required to be
tested may preclude a lCO percent screen. The cost of a lCCI percent screen can be large, and one mst make
a tradeoff between the cost of testing each devi cc and the requi rcd survivabi li ty of the system.

5.2.1.2 sample testinq. For systems with mcderate requirements, the DM8P technique may be the most
cost-effective method of achieving the desir~ confidence in survival. For cases where the design margin is
seall, the PCC mettd may be used to determine if bat acceptance tests may be requir.4.

5.2.1.3 Sysrem solution. 1“ most cases, a system-levelsolution for upset can be used. The circuits can
be designed to be upset tolerant, and would be reset after the pulse of radiation. Devices less sensitive
to radiation can be substituted for radiation ‘s$oftaS devices. In the final analysis, a combination of
techniques provides the best sOluti CfI to the upset hardness assurance problem.

5.2.2 Lntch.p hardness assurance. Since Latch.p may have a low probabi Li ty of occurrence, hardness
assurance for Latchup presents a unique problem. There are very f eu cases where sufficient statistical data
●xists to apply the PCC hardness assurance method. In moderate envi ronmmts, where the dose rate
environment is significantly lower then the expected latchup thresholds of the devices, the DRBP ■ethod may
be used. In ,I”Y case, alternate hardness assurance techniques mst be used. me G+ILY techniques avai Lable
to be used are the follouing:

a. Device selectim.

b. lCiI perc,e”t screen.

c. System solution.

S.2.2.1 Hardness assurance for lat chup. Hardness assurance for Lat chup is best solved by part
substitution or by a system-level solution. Part substitution implies that parts which are not latchup
susceptible are substituted for parts which are Latchup prone. There are a number of ways by which
Latchup-f ree devices are found. we of these ways are discussed belw.

5.2.2 .1.1 Device ccimtrucrion. The use of special processing methods, such as dielectric isolation,
karied layers, gold dcping, ●tc., are techniques which me used to prevent Latchup. These techniques either
●liminate four-layer paths or assure that the psrasi t i c gains of the devices are tw small to sustain
latchup.

5.2.2 .1.2 Lc.tchup screens. lhe use of Latchup screens atteipts to fird devices which latch by usinq a
nondestructive radiation screening test. Devices which Latch are eliminated fmm use in the system. There
are several sig. if i cant problems with the use of latchup screens; these wi 11 lx discussed later.
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5.2.2 .1.3 Lat.hup anaLysis. Lat.hup analysis is an attempt to fired Letchup-prone devices through the
analysis of the layout and processing rules used in the device manufacture. It is usually assumed tht
devices that have four-layer paths .iL1 not Latch if the current scarce supplying the path. is insufficient
to support tatchup. since the f wr-layer paths are parasitic, one must perform a c.sref uL malysis to ●nsure
that rhe biases and current sources that are present in the nonrndiet ion environment are in fact the correct
current and bias scwrces that are supplying the path during the dose-rate i rradiet ion.

5.2.2.2 Cauciorw - l.atch”p. There we a number of precautions which need to be considered when deciding

on latchup hardness assurance techniques. Someof these precautions are discussed below.

5.2.2 .2.1 Latch.p screens. Most Latch.p tests are performed using a Linac or a flash x-ray facility.
These tests are usually bade at a fixed dose, approxinarely 5UI rads(si), in some specified test
configurate cm. l’here are a number of problems with this kind of test procedure.

a.

b.

c.

the f i rat uncertainty is the design of the test ccaf igurnt ion. It is necessary to determine the

worst-case comdi t ions for the test, CA to bias the device properly for the test. The latchup
analysis procedure is the preferred way to arrive at these warst -case conditions. An arbi t raPy
choice of biases and test conf igurat ion can only lead to uncertainty i“ the rest results.

LS1 circuits pose a mre complex problem. rhe pfwt.lem of proper selecticm of test vectors for the
Lotchup screen is extremely complex. It can be made on the besis of internal reit-span COLlapse
analysis, internal node fan-out and functionality. These circuits may contain mre output states
than can be practically wnitored, and an evaluation of the application of the device in the system
i“ which it is used is one way that the test vectors may be determinti. This, of course, leads to
uncertainties in the results of the screening procedure. In these cases, it is often better to

power strobe or power interrupt upon detection of a radiation puLse.

Finally, it is well recognized that latchup in integrated circuits is temperature deperdent. This
is because the .xnidit ion of (atchup depends on the mag”i rude of the gain of parasitic transistors
in the integrated circuit, these gains increase with temperature dependent, and may vary by factors
of three to fcur over the operating temperature range. A device which does not latch in a mom
temperature test may latch in a test at the maximumoperating temperature. Therefore, the screen
must be performed at the maximum device operazi c%! temperature in order to be .a(id.

5.2.2 .2.2 titchup windws. The difficulties of Latchup screeniw are ●xacerbated by the existence of
Latchup windows some technology types. tlus, prior to screening a careful char8cterizatim must be
accomplished to idmtify this phet!nmencm, if it exists.

5.2.2 .2.2.1 I-atchuo window phenomermn. The Latchup uiridrm phen.ameti-an has been seen in CfP3Sdevices. In
particular, the CD4047, c040dl and the CD40P4 have bee” observed to have latch”p windows. However this has
not been akwn to be a widespread issue. There is no reason to believe that the latchup window problem is
limited to CtfOS devices.

5.2.2 .2.3 LatchuD analysis, Latchup analysis is n useful tool in the identification of letchup in
devices. The latchup analysis procedure detai 1s the requirements and methods to perform the analysis to
achieve reasonable cc.nf idenc.s in the result. Hudever, the application of the technique requires detai Led
knowledge of the design rules for the device, and the ecquis i t ion of layout information for the device
processing. This information is difficult to get.

5.2.2 .2.3.1 Cbiectives of tat chup bnaly5 is. The objecttve of the latchup andlyais prfxedure is to
idmt ify all frxr layer paths in the device and to mke a judgement about whether or not the paths wi 11
latch. Obviou$ly, if m psths exist, the device is Latchup f rec. Hcrwever, if paths are fcund in the
devi cc, the procedure seeks to deter-ine the susceptibi Lity of the paths.

5.2.2 .2.4 ~ested rmocedure. A rer,sor!hble prncedure to f0110U for latchup hardness assurmce is
described belou for devices.

a. The process begins with device selection. lhe devi cea are subjected to a amlysis to determine
whether or mt four Layer paths exist. If no paths exi St, a high- c.anf idence, Latch”p-f ret design
can be assured.
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b. should four layer paths exist, vw options are .vailab Le. The prt c-?+’ be replaced and the process
repeated, or the circuit design -Y be alcercd. ShcuLd the ana Lysi. again determine thar a four
Layer path exists that is properly biased for latchup, twa .pti GfIs are Fassib le. The parts may be
screened to test for latch.p occurrence using test corulitions determined from the ana{ysis. This
procedure may result in moderate confidence in m latchup- free system. Alternately, a system
solution, such as circumvention, may be used to obtain a high cO.fidence, Lat.h.p- free de$j9n.
However, power must be removed quickly, within a f e. tens of mi crnseconds, to pre.enr burnout in
devices.

c. Shwld a four-layer path exist, and should the latchup analysis demonstrate that the path is not
biased correct (y for Latchup to occur, one can term icate rhe process with Lou r. moderate
confidence that the system is latchup free. However, the analysis should include the effects of
radiation and electrical transients to ensure that the latchup structure cannot be activated during
such events. TM. appwach cay be feasible and cost effective for the kir?ds of systems where
latchup may be tolerated and operat ica manual Ly restored.

d. A lternate Ly, cme may i mprovc the system through the use of lacchup screens and system solutions or
bath. This flow is diagramed on figure 3.

5.2.3 @urrcut hardness assurance. Burnwt in the dose rate envi r.mment may take on msre than one form.
The most c- fai lure is j.”et ion burnout, occurring as a result of the dose rate radiation. Aruther
bur”cat mcchani sm can be the fai lure of the metal 1i zat ion. t!nrdness assurance techniques for contro( t inq
these ef fecrs are considered, at present, to be on [y tentative and unproven. The matter of burnout i. the
dose rate environment is $t i 11 the subject of research, and a cottplete character zat ion of the mechanisms 1s
mot yet avai kable.

5.2.3.1 Method of choice. The mast reasonable choice of a hardness assurance method is the D14BPmethcd.
However, the calculation of a design margin break pint is complicated by the fact that aLl burnout
conditions a.= not fully under$tccd. As a resu It the hardness assurance techniques a.ai lable are the
followicq:

.5. Device selectim.

b. Current limiting.

c. Sysxem solutions.

5.2.3 .1.1 Awli cation of the techniques. These techniques are used to achieve a design margin uhi ch is
sufficient Ly large to assure survivabi 1i ty. Since uncertainty exists in the actual burncwt threshdld of
devices, a great deal of judgement sust be used in the applicatica of the techniques.

5.2.3 .1.1.1 Device selection. The use of devices which have higher bwnout thresholds is a useful
hardness assurance technique. However, since little data are availab[e cm burnout in the dose rate
environment, pulsed pouer data are often used to compare the relative hardness of devices. Pulsed power
data my provide a ❑eaningf.1 measure of relative hardness for discrete devices and small scale integrated
circuits. t!mfever, larger scale integrated circuits my have internal fai lure 6cdes in the dase rate
envi r.mment which MY not be measured by pulsed power techniques.

5.2.3 .1.1.2 Current limitinq. The cost effective hardness assurance technique for burncut hardness is
the technique of current Limiting. The pur~se of current limiting is to prevent any current Sufficiently
large to cause tarnwt from f lowing into the termina 1s of the devices. Power supplies, capacitors and

iII$U:lCUtFUt terminals are protected with current limiting resistors. A rule which is often used is to
pr.awde app.oxlmately one ohm of resistance per volt to provide current limiting for al 1 l~nes cc+mected to
an energy source. Input and output leads can be protected to levels to prevent pulsed power burnaut at
ths$e terminals. Current limiting resiotors added for burnout protect ian are classified HCC-l H. Hc+ever,
one understatable consque”ce of current 1$ai t ing is to Lower the device upset lev=l since the voltage
provided to the device is reduced by the surge Im,

5.2.3. Z Burnout hardness nssurance - cations. The questiw of hardness assurance for turnout in the
dose rate envirmment is an extremely difficult issue. The principle difficulty is the fact that very
little burm.t data ●xists for devices in the dose rate environment. in fact, available burrrwt data for
devices is often performd using pulsed power techniques, amd comparisons are mad= on the basis of that
data.
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5.2.3 .2.1 Unanswered questions. UnfOrtunc.te Ly, the vast nsjority of the existing data addresses discrete
devices. A further compticatirq factor is that several significant unanswered questicns have arisen
concerning the ●xisting data. 3ome of these question, which . ..s.s concern are listed helm.

. . some devices do not conform to idealized rmdels for device burnout respmse.

b. The disxrib.t ions of burnout response do not aLways ccoform to expected statistical response.

c. The burnout response of intqrated circuits in dose rate environment may be differmt than the
respanse predict~ cm the basis of discrete device pulsed per dot..

d. The criterion for Inrmt may differ between devices. No standard test ■ethcds exist.

e. Synergistic effects affecting burncut m= not co~letely understood.

5.2.3 .2.2 Uncertainties. As a result of these .“certainti es, burnout hardness assurance has not been
well deve L.ped. System hardening techniques will need to be used .“til many of the unanswered questions
have been resoLvcd. Some of these uncertainties tire discussed in the following sections in order to provide
an understanding of the magnitude of the problem.

5.2.3 .2.2.1 Idealized burnout mdels. In many instances, the catastrophic effects of current or power
stresses on devices are the significant failur= mode for the system. Hcdever, the ❑erhods used to analyze
and obtain design data for the sysrems do not lead to a great deal of confidence in the analysis.

5.2.3 .2.2.1.1 Contribute w factors. The pouer req”imc to b“r” out a semiconductor j.”ction depends on a
.ariety of factors. Some of these factors are the physical geometry of the device, the impurity profile,
the bulk and contact resistance of the device, the p.iarity and intensity of the applied stress, and a
variety of other factors. The point is that although a h+rge nurber of factors which contribute to the
failure of a device have bee” identified, the b“rno.t problem in devices is not yet completely understood.

5.2.3 .2.2.1.2 Unanswered auesticos. Much $,ork has bee” d.me to further our understanding of the

phenomenon. be of the most important unanswered questions are:

a. Uhat are the proper teat .eth.xs for determining failure thresholds and minimizing the scatter in
the data?

b, Uhat is the proper statistical distritwtion which describes the variation of burnout data with
stress?

c. Are there any ■easurable, rcndestructive, screening parameters which can indicate a device with a
low failure threshold?

5.2.3 .2.2.1.3 ~. One of the mst common burnout mcdels used i“ analysis is the Uu”sch-tlell ~wer
mcdel (see 6.1.7 herein). This mdel is an engineering approximation to the physics of the idealized pulsed
pwer burrta.t phenomenon ns it is presently understood.

5.2.3 .2.2.1.4 Initial desiqn. Initial design of circuitry is usually based on burnout threshold data
previously squired, or new test data Gbtoined specifically for the prcgram. Typically, a sample of devices
is tested to provide character izaticm data here they do not already exist. lhe tests are usually performed
an electrically equivalent unscreened parts.

5.2.3 .2.2.1.5 Failure threstmld. The failure threshold is usually deter.?,i”ed by step-stressing the
device using single electrical pulses of increasing power, but of fixed pulseuidth. ?he device is
characterized after each pulse to detect ony damage.

5.2.3 .2.2.1.6 Pwer level. ?he power leve[ incpease between pulses &comes a critical factor i“ the
tests. A factor ~ease betuem ~lses is not unusual. Therefore, the uncertainty in the threshold
cay be as wch as 3 dB, siqly due t. test techniques. TIIe time to burmt may be aomeuhat less than the
pulsewidth of the drivirg pulser.
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5.2.3 .2.2.1.7 Time re.aimes. F.? time regimes between tens of namsecorrds andq?zf~ •icrO~ec~~, it 4S
noted that the po.er required to burn out a junction in reverse breakdwn is K/t , directly from the
Uunsch-mll equ.mien. This pmer is absorbed in the junction and bulk resistance giving a current of

ITH = -VBo +(Y:O +4 RB K/t
1/2)1/2

uhere ,

RII ~s the device bulk resistance,

VBD is the junction breakdown voltage.

K is the Uunsch-Bell damage constant.

t is the rectangular Pulsewidth.

measured values of K are recommended to be used. ~ever, wf!en q.eliry data are not a.aitab L., the vaLues
of K are usual(y derated according to mat derating scheme. One such scheme is shown i“ table Vii.

TABLE VII. Deratin.a factors for Uunsch-Bell daiiaqe constants.

)
source I Derat ina

[

~.:Rellable, WEtt-dOCll.XCllt@d data 1/3
Slrnlar part test data 1/10
Calculated data 1/50

For parts which are characterized for the system in which they are to be used, another Modification of the
Uunsch-Bell equation is often made. The test data are least-squares fit to the equatica:

P - AtB,

where P is the power, t is the pulse duration and A and B are constants found by the (east-squares fit.
TIWII this curve is used to find the failure threshold at the expected pu(aeuidth. Cnce the deramd current
is found and the damage threshold is determind, then the circuit currents are limited to yield a des~red
design margin.

5.2.3 .2.2.1.8 Sasic essurr@tic.ns. ALL of the approaches presentLy used mske certain basic assumptions
end use similar extrapolation methods. For example, the Uunsch-BeLL enginssring MCdet is COMCOnlY used. It
is often necessary to extrapolate the burnout date to pulseuidths of interest, and the simple power law
seems t.a be a cm.enient way to perform this extrapolation.

5.2.3 .2.2.1.9 Analysis techniques. There are a number of FJrens which uwst be discussed i“ assessing
these analysis techniques:

a. Statistics of the burncat threshold.

b. Extrapolaticm using the Uunsch-Bell power Law.

c. Combined environmental effects.

5.2.3 .2.2.2 Statistical analysis. Wrnwt testing of devices has yielded very little in the way of

Inforsattonon the statistical distributicm describing turttaut data. If the statistical distribution is
kncm, derating part data for the statistical uncertainties resulting from small =mp(e data is a
straightforward applicati.an of ccafidence bw”ds. The tech”iq.es outlined previwsly using me-sided
tolerance limits can be !zcdif ied to bftatever distriht ion is used. On the other hand, without knowledge of
the $tatistieal distrib.ti.ms, a“y dem.ti~ scheme is =.bject to question.

5.2.3 .2.2.2.1 Statistical distribution. A number of author8 have attemptsd to study and describs the
statistical alit. tribut ion of burnout data. Typical of these efforts are the wrks of Egelkrout and Alexander
et al.
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5.2.3 .2.2.2.2 Eqelkrwts study. The crest ccumnmly used distributions are the norma( and 1~-normal
discribuc ions. Egelkrout set out to examine the lot-to-lot variability of burnwc dmce, end attempted to
show that existing data analysis methods and the statistics used resu Lt in inadequate design margins (see
6.1.6 herein). He also tested several trial distributions against existing data to determine the proper
statistical distribution. He msrulatcd that burnout data may f.LloM a Ueibutl distribution rather than the

..uat %T-nOrWL. Egelkrout does, i“ face, show that the statist ir,a L problem is not Yet solved. Perhaps
mare careful test procedures and use of confidence limits in the statistical extrapolation nay result in n
more realistic esti.mre of useful margins.

5.2.3 .2.2.2.3 Alexander study. Alexander, et al., twtemptcd to develop failure threshold information by
testing large .umk. ers of transistors (see 6.~. ?9 herein). A number of transistor topologies were used in

the experiment to provide the variety of shapes end sizes comu.anly used in aeronautical systems. A nutier
of comcn statistical distributions uere tested to determine which distribution ucwld be mst useful for
failure threshold analysis. They fcwd that no single distriktion was universally applicable to their
data.

5.2.3 .2.2.2.4 Conclusion. The point to be drawn from this is that the use of any statistical procedure
based on the failure threshold for devices leads to some degree of uncertainty. without an adequate
statistical description, the extrapolaticm frm saaple data cannot be made uith umfidence. Host often,
what is done is that a particular distribution is jdged to b4 acceptable from an engineering point of vieu
and ~s used m that basis.

5.2.3 .2. ?.2.5 Burnout threshold variability. It may be useful to examine the burnout threshold
variability from a nonparametric perspective. The designer may wish to know the number of srandard
deviations frca the mean which are required to bcund the failure threshotd. If the faiiure threshold can be
twunded to within an acceptably smLL limit, then a suitable design margin can be chosen.

5.2.3 .2.2.3 Pulse.idth dependence. Burnout data are owst often measured using one or two stressicq
pulsewidths. Should the pu(sewidth of interest not be the some as the measurement stress, the data will
have to be extrapolated, or interpolated in order to provide failure threslwlds at the required pulsewidth.

5.2.3 .2.2.3.1 Idealized cower laws. Extrapolation using the idealized power laws can lead to errors
since the idealized Per laws apply only to Limited time rq)mes or pulse widths. Extrapolation to
pulsewidth wts~de of the region of appticabi[ity can lead to very significant errors. In addition, the
uncertainty of the data M which the ●xtrapolat ion is made contributes to the error.

5.2.3 .2.2.4 Combined environments. There is s~e concern akin the com4in& effect of nuclear
mvire+umts, particularly in the area of burnout. There &ay be n combined effect should the &se-rate
●ffect occur simultaneously with the incidence of an electrical overstress. mis problem has been studied
by some researchers, with varying degrees of success. These studies indicates that current limiti~ of
devices serves to effectively control combind ●ffects for most digital and analcg devices. High power
devices, where current limiting is difficult, my be subject to coubinea effects, and testing in the
dose-rate emd pulsed power combind environment may be required.

5.3 Lot acceptance tesrin-g. During the production phase of a program, it is assumti that the parts which
are to be used have been characterized and catqorized during the design phase. The mst wst-effective

appr~ch tO Piece-Wrt hard.e$s a$$urance is to determine the part requirements during the design phase, and
then to use the same requirements for all future hardness assurance part procurement activity. Therefore,
the hardness assurance design rkcumentaticm (tuDD) mtst include alL the information needed to iwlement
hardness assura”.e procedures.

5.3.1 HCC-lH pa rts. As previously indicated, parts which are catqorized as HCC-IM require Lot
acceptance testing before use in the sy=tem. For dese-rate effects, the hardness assurance lot acceptance
tests my take a number of forms. mey may be 1~ percent tests of the Lot (screens), or they say be sample
tests. The lCi3 percent screens may apply only to some upset and Latchup tests, and uil L be discussed later.
A[cermacc(y, soae tests for upset and most burmt tests cay be dqradirg becm.se of the high current flows,
and therefore must depend on sample tests.
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5.3.1.1 Lor toierance percent defective (LTPD). Two gene-al methods may be used for lot acceptance tests.
The first is catted . . attribute sampling test method or, mere commonly, a tOt tOL=ranc= Percent defective
[LTPD) test. fiis methcd specifies hew many devices out of a given sample size . . . fail under a given t~,t
condition, and still ❑eet an acceptance criterion (see appendix C). The LTPD method is widely used for
qtmlity .ss$urence. It is simple to use, but requires inordinately lnvge sample sizes when Low failure
probabilities with a high level of confidence are needed. For example, to allow prediction of a failure
probability of 1 in 10- at 93 percent confidence, about 2,~ sample parts would haue to be tested with no
fai L.res. A1ternolivety it may be possible to chain high survival probabilities with a smaLlsample size

bY per formiw an LTpo t=~t at S=.=raL rimes the $Pecfffcarfon **= rare; the =xtra Wiatim tO hi9her
survival probabilities at the specification fluence can be done using a knowledge of the probability
distribution.

5.3.1.2 Variables sampli w test methcd. The seccnd method, cat[ed a variables satwling test method,
determines tha statistical behavior of a warinbLe (e.g., dose-rate upset threshold) under test Conditions.
This ❑ethcd has the advantage of b-sing able to predict a low failure probability, with high confidence, cm
the &sis of a relatively small sample size. lt MS the di=dvantege that it requires assumptions about the
probability distribution of the variable involved. Such assumptions are usuaLLy reasonable, hwever, Bnd
the advantage of being able to use sample sizes which are easily attainable far outweighs any disadvantages.

5.3.2 Uuset testinq. Upset testing is identified as a nondestructive test methcd, and therefore can
sometimes be impsed as a 100 percent screen on devices used in a system. However, a 103 percent screen is
not always the solution to assuring hardness. Horeover, there is some controversy concerning the effects of
dose-rate screening with the generation of latent defects due to the large current surges which result from
this testing. Thus, while dose-rate screens may be used, a ful L characterization of the device type is
recommtrded prior to 7Cx3 percent screeni~.

5.3.2.7 .Tes: issues. There are several factors to consider when upset tests ore per for.d. For example,
if the device IS a combinational Lcgic device, the device may spontaneously recover from upset within some
recovery time. One therefore oay be c.mcer.ed with either the upset level or the recovery time for the
device, depcmding upon whether or not the circuit in which it is used is designed t. be upset tolerant.
should the device be a sequmtial lcgic device, the state my be restored only through reinitialization
after the radiation pulse. In this case, the upset level may be the parameter of importance. cm the other
hand, recovery time may be the parameter of interest, particularly for Linear devices because they often
saturate uhen expmsed to the dose-rate environment.

5.3.2.2 NUtir Of pwtses. In all cases, the nurbar of pulses rquircd to determine the upset level
contributes to the total dose exposure of the device. TIM total dose expesure WY be particularly i~rtant
for MSI or LS1 devices where large nmbers of state vectors may need to be tested. These cases my again
force the use of sample tests.

5.3.2.3 Nondestructive tests - screens. lhe radiation characterization tests and the required circuit
upset tolerance will determine the survivability level required for devices. For less complex devices, a
lC.U percent test of the devices at the rquired level maybe sufficient to qualify the part. The total &se
accuw.htion and the overstre$s of the devices subjected to the 103 percent screen are factors which wiil
need to be considerd when deciding on screening tests for the devices.

5.3.2.4 Destructive tests - acceptance tests. In some cases, the device% nay be damaged in determinist
either the upset threshold or the survivability level. In these cases the tests a.rst be performed on

ssn@es and ~he awrapr iate procedures used for lot acceptance. m adequate sample size, consistent with a
desired cn”fldence and survival probability, must be chosen (see HIL-HDBK 836 and appendix B herein).

5.3.3 Eurnc.ut tests. Acquiring data to assess the burnout susceptibility of devices in the dose-rate
mvironme”t presents a unique prob Lem. 2urmaut characterization tests are only ~tid!es performed in the
dose-rate environment. The burnout or damage levels whereby devices are compared are usually determined by
pulse per testiw of the device to failure. Therefore, burnout tests are aiuays sample tests and
statistical inference must be made.

5.3.3.1 Pulsed power tests. l!nst burnout tests me performed by applying an electrical overstre== to the
device, and measuring the stress to failure for a given pulse duration. There arc obvious problems
associated with this method of measurement. some of these are: (a) the pulse duration; (b) failure
statistics; nnd (c) correlation with dose-rate-induced burncut mechanisms.

3’T
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‘3.3.3 .1.1 P“Lsc patier duration. The pu(.e power tests . . . usually performed et same pulse duration
comparable to the expect~ duration of xhe dose-rate-induced phot.c.r rent. The puer to failure is .s.atty
assumed to follow the Uunsch-Bel L paver [a., for rime regimes between approximately lW .s to a few
mi er.aseconds,

PO,,,, = K ,-112,

~ich allows the ●xtrapo{etio” of the failure Fower (Pr) to times comparable to the P~tOc.rre.t Wt,e
duration.

S.3.3 .1.2 statistical ana(vsis. Statistical analysis is us..stly performed using kg-normal statistics . .
the stress to failure ad acceptable design margins are applied. The chaice of bag-normal statistics is a
ccavenient choice, provjding a consistent approach. However, it is not certain that the bag-normal
statistics are the correct ones to use.

5.3.3 .1.3 Loci-twPral statistics. The use of the kg-nor-t statistics .llws the application PCC method
uith its mathematical formalism. Another approach which is sometime% used is to determine the fai Lure
threshold for devices by data anatysis and to apply a derating factor based on engineering judgement. In
this way, a DNBP value may be chosen, and the DNBP method applied.

5.3.4 IAtchw tests. Latchup can be e 1.. probability foihme code, and ther= fore is impractical to

approach using saWLe statist ic=.. The usual hardness assurnnce test applied to latchup prcm devices is a
larchup screen. The screen is applied to 1C41percent of the devices, and all devices which latch are
rejected from use in the system.

5.3. h.7 Problems. There ore significant p.obtems with the use of a Latchup screen. Possible
uncertaint y-e screening tests suggest that sy.rem-le.e~ solutions should be used if lmtchup-prone
devices cannot be eliminated from the design. The uncertainties and cautions to be observed are discussd
in 5.2.2.1.
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APPENDIX P.

Sd3SE-RATEEFFECTS

10. SCOPE

10.1 ~. This appendix cowers the effects of photoc.r rents on semiconductor devices. This .ppemdix
is a mandatory part of the handbc.ak. The in f.armatio” co”taincd herein is intended for guidance only.

10.2 Device phe.roresmn se. The principal dose-rare effect in Semiconductor junctians is the generation
of photocur rents. The photc.cur rents arise in devices when high-energy part i c Les such as gamma rays, x-rays
OP electrons are absorbed and create excess electron-hole pairs in the material of the device. The
cot let icn of these ●xcess carriers by the device junction results in current f Lw in the de. i ce.

10.2.1 Device PhotoresPonse. lhe theory of juncticm photocurrents is well .nder$tocd, and C.. be
talc.tated far most normal ionization sources and si@e device g-etri es. For an incident dose-rate
pwlse, the transient PhOtocurrent al lected by . PN junct im is approximately:

1P ‘q EA~W[Lperf (~)1/2 + ~e,f (1)1/2] ,

‘P ‘%

where
q is the elect ran change
A is che junction area,
u is the width of the junction depletion region,
L. is the minority carrier diffusion length of electrons in P material,
Lp !s tha minority carrier diffusion length of holes i. n material,
P ~. the corresponding minority carrier Lifetime, and
g IS the carrier ge”erati.an rate.

9 = 4.2 x ?0’3 hole-electron pairs/cm3-.ad[Si)

where y is the radiation dose-rate in rads(Si)/s. A similar decay occurs at the termination of the
radint ion puLse.

10.2.2 Lcmu PUlse. For a radiati.m pulse which is Lorg with respect to the minority carrier lifetime,
the photocur rent reaches a steady-state value of:

1P =qAg(U+~+~) ~=q A9Leff~

where L f is the effective minority carrier coklectia Lerwth armnd the pN lunctim. Leff is the sum Of
the dep~e?icn layer width and the diffusion lengths m each side of the junction.

20. APPLICABLE OQCUlfENTS. This section is not applicable to this appetiix.

30. DOSE-SATE FAILURE

30.1 Oose-mte failure. The p+wtocurrem dose-rate tmmient failure threshold for an integrated circuit
is normally defined as the radiatiom level required to produce an output voltage which is sufficiently Large
to cause a change of state in subsequent lcgi c stages or e change of state of stored date or Lcgic state.

40. CORRECTIVE ACTION

40.1 Unwarned * tocurrents. The photocurrmt generation in devices acts as an internal current
generator in paral!el w~th each of the PN junctions in the device. The approach to hardening devices to
dose-rate ●ffects IS to elimn.te, reduce, or to cowensate for the unwanted photocurrents. Some of the
major techniques which me used are:

a.

b.

c.

d.

Minimize the “umber ef reversed biesed junctions i“ order to reduce the photoc.r rent.

Increase the opsrat ing current density in the device by decreasing the junct icn area, or by
increasing the cperat ing current.

I!inimize the collection depth in order to reduce the collecticm volume.

Compensate for the photocur rents uhich f Low by tfddimg semiconductor elements to the circuit.
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APPENDIX A

60.2 Itin$.izin.a junctions. 7his technique can be achieved by the use of such techniques as dielectric
isolet ion and thin-fi 1. resistors in device Construction. The gaa L is to have no mare than %.0 j.nctio”s in
any conduct <M area.

40.3 lncreasi nu current density. This technique reduces the rel,ti.e amount of Ph.atocurrent with respect
to the devi.= .perat ing current. Since the phot.acur rent is area dependent, one ❑ethod of increasir@ the
current dcnslty is to reduce the device juncc ion size.

40.4 fiinimizica collection decnh. This ❑ethod can be impleme”tcd by reducing the lifetime in the
collection Pqicm of the device by use of some kifet ime killing method such as gold doping. The collection
volume can also be reduced by the use of very thin layers m insulating substrates, such es jn S0S or S01
technology.

40.5 Compensst ion. This technique pLmces semiconductor junctions across the base emitter junction of
devices in order to shunt the generated photocur rents nway f mm the device base region. In this way, the
photocurrent does not cause unwanted voltage drops in the devices, and does not undergo amplification by the
active devices in the circuits.

50. TRANSIENT UPSET HARDNESS

50.1 Transient uPset thresholds. Typi w 1 transient upset thresholds for several technolcg {es are shown on
figure 4. It should be noted that there may be considerable variation in the upset threshold for various
members of a fami lY of de. i ces within a technology type. This is because of the strong dependence of upset
on the quality of the power bussing and on the \ayout. Any one fami (y within o technology may cover the
entire range shown.

50.2 Observations. Some general observations can be made. 71L devi Ces see. to have compsrabte upset
thresholds regardless of the level of integration. NMOS is the most sensi t i .e technol~y for t ra.sient
upset, whi le CflOS seems to be the second mst sensitive technology. CMOS/SOS, on the other hand, exhibits a
high th.eslmld kevel for upset because of the reduced collection volume for phntoc.rrents.

50.3 Latchup thresholds. Typical latchup thresholds for these fami lies of devices are shown cm figure 5.
Lat chup is a phenomenon which is very much device dependent as wel 1 as technology dependent. 7he incidence
of latchup in bulk CtNIS is high, while the incidence in some families of TTL devices is extremely low.
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DOSE-RATE TESTING

10. SCOPE

10.1 =. This appendix covers the vari.a!s radiaticm scurces used when performing dose-rate testing.
This appendix is a mandatory part of the handbcak. The in fomat ion contained herein is intended for
guidance cmly.

10.2 Radiation testirq. The most common radiation sources which are used for dose-rate testing of
semi ccmducto. components are the Linear accelerator (Linac) and the f iash x-ray (FXR) machine. Beyause of
the wide variety of component.?, and much wider variety of ways that a companent may be used in a .Ircu it, a
radiation test plan and report are requi rcd for the proper documentation and performance of the tests.
Except for dosinet ry, test detai L. wi 11 vary from one device type to another.

10.2.1 -. 1. general Li”acs ore .sef”l fop testing devices in dose-rate ranges from 1 x 106 to 1 x

I 10’1 rads(si)ls, with variable pulsewidths,

I 10.2.2 fx&. FXR machines aver the samedose-rate range. A few Large machines ~ reach

1012rads(Si)ls. Thos= that can be operated in the electron beam wde can go abwe 10 rads(si)ls. All

operate at only ar a single pulseuidth.

I 20. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

20.1 Non-Government p.bli cot ions. The fol baui ng documents form a part of this document tO the exten~
specified herein. Unless otherwise specified, the issues of The documents which are DOO adopted are those
listed in the issue of the DODISS cited in the solicitation. Uniess otherwise specified, the issues of

documents not listed in the DOOISS are the issues of the documents cited in the solicitation.

I AlfERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTIf43 AND uATERIALS (ASTM)

ASTM E 664 Standard Hethcd for Calculat ion of Sbsorbed Dose from Gamma or X

ASTM E 6dE
Radiation.
Practice for the A$p(icatim of ~erwluminescmce-bsimet~ (TLD)
Systems for Determining Abs0rb4 Ouse in Radiation-tLardnes.s Testing of
Electronic Oevices.

ASTM E 820 standard Pratt ice for Determining Absolute Absorbed Dose Rates for
Elect Pan Beams.

ASTM F 44S standard Method for Measuring Steady-State Primary Photocur rent.
ASTM F 526 I@thcd of Dose 14easureme”t for Use in Linear Accelerator Pulsed

Radiation Effects Tests.

(copies of these documents may be obtained from American Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103 -1187.)

Nore: Severalstandard test methds and standard practices have bee” developed for use in measuring the
ionizing radiation environment. These documents should be ccwsulted when radiation tests we performed.

A number of relevant test ❑ethods are available in the ■i 1itary standards system. The fol loving can be
fcwd in HIL-STO-&SS:

fletlwd 1020 “Radiation-induced Latchup Test Procedure,”.

method 1021 ‘“Dose Rate Threshold for Upset of Digital Microcircuits,”.

t!ethnd 1023 “Dose Rate Response of Linear Hi croci rcui ts, ”.

30. CAUTIO+4S

30.1 w. There are a number of test variables which OXISt be considered hen dose-rate tests are

performed. Clearly, good engineering practice must be exerci seal, and correct radiar ion test procedures must
be fol 10WCI. tie of the test concerns are as fol 10US.
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30.1.1 Air ionization. The rediat ian p.Lse can cause air ionization which can res. Lt in a spuricus
component of the measured signal. ~e presence of these signals can be checked by i rradiat ion of the test
fixture without the device being installed. The effeGt can be minimized by cnati”g the OUT chip and bond
wires with silicone or a similar material.

30.1.2 secondary ●oissim. Charge ●missi.m from, or charge injection into, the test device and test
circuit can also result in e spurious compeaent of the !neas”red signal. 1. contrast to air ionization,

secondary emission effects are generally fwt fie(d dependmt, and therefore it is p.xsible to separate the
tbu effects. Secondary emission can be reduced by shielding the surrounding area PA irradiating the device
only.

30.1.3 Orientation. The ●ffective dose to the semicmductor device can be altered by orientation.
Severe dos~ in a radiation field, c.lcmg with psckage shielding may result in nonuniform, and even
unknown doses i n regions of the devices. ca?e must be take” in the positioning of devices in the radiation
field.

30.1,4 Dose enhancement. High atomic number material near the act ive regions of the test device can
cause a“ enh.snc”ent of the &se delivered to sensitive regions of the device *M the device iS i rredi ated
at an FXR. The .sf f ●ct is mergy dependent, increasing uith louer ●nergi es. The extent of this ef feet must
be cmsidered in any FXR dose-rate testing.

30.1.5 ~. )IOSI pulsed radiation foci lities are inherent sources of r-f noise. Such noise minimizing
techniques as single-point grcand, filtered power supply lines, etc., ast be used hen attempts are -de to
make qua lit y data ❑easurements through the radiation pdse.

30.1.6 Dosi.netry. Accurate dose-rate mnitors for dose-rate testing are not readi lY available.
General 1y, the total dose delivered in each pulse is mensu red along ui th some type of measurement of the
pulse shape. The dose rate is then calculated. Good dosinetry practice must be used in order to provide
accurate dose-rate values.

30.1.7 Teweroture. I!any dose-rate effects are temperature scns i t i.e. A notable example is latchup h!
integrated circuits. The temperature during the test should be controlled, and for latchup, aa elevated
test temperature must be chasm.

30.1.8 Total dose. w dase-rate ●ffects, such as upset, are generally nondestructive to the device.
There fore,~ces may be screened an a 1W percent basis to determine the upset threshold. However,
each pulse of the radiati.m scurce imparts so.e total dose to the device. The accumulated total dose
delivered to the device during d.aser.ste teat ing may alter the response of the device or cause total *se
faiture. Care mwt be taken to ensure that the total dose delivered to the device during dose-rate testing
does not cause damage to the device which can mask the dose rate ef f ccts.

40. REFERENCES

40.1 References. The documents listed in this section where used as references for the preparation of
this app~

40. 1.1 “TREE Preferrd Procedures, Selected Electronic Parts, ” DNA 2028H, January 31, 19S2.

40.1.2 ‘Pratt i cc for the Appt i cat io” of tierwlumi”escence-~s i met ry (TLD) Systems for Determining
Absorbed Dose i“ Radic.t ion-l! ardnesa Test ing of Elect r-ani c Devices, ” ASITI E 668.

40.1.3 ‘Method of Cuse Measurement for Use i. Linear Accelerator Pulsed Radiatica Effects Tests, ” ASTM E
526.
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0f4E-s lOED TOLERANcE FACTORS

10. SCOPE

10.1 ~. The pur~se of this appendix is to present some of the techniques necessary for dose-race
hardness assurance. A co6plete t rest.ent is not given, cmlY the information required to use this document
is pvesent rd. This appendix is a mandatory part of the handboak. The in format ion contained herein is
inrended for guidance only.

10.1.7 ~. Hardness aas.ra.ce .PP1 i cat i..$ genera LLy i “..1.. statist ica L techniques to determine
the adequacy of design margins in achieving required survival probabi lities. The statistical questica is
eddreswd well in ap+endix E of DNA 5910F, ‘sPiece Part Neutron Hardness Assurance Guidelines for
Semi ccmducxor Devices”, and should be consulted for q.=st ims involving statistics.

2U. APPLICASLE DoCUMENTS. This section is rwt applicable to this appendix.

30. S.WPLING

30.1 ~. Ffost hardness assurance techniques require some sort of Sampling and statistical
extrapolation to the parent population. The results of sampling are rnst frequently reFOrted in terM5 of a
confidence, C, that at leaSt a proportion, P, of the lot ui 11 not fail under actual test.

30.1.1 ~. TWO kinds of test are often performed on rhe .mlecr.?d sample to determine the population
characteristics.

30.1 .1.1 SamDlinq by attribute. The first is termed ‘“samp(i~ by attribute .,, 1“ sampli~ by attribute,
some characteristic of the item is ronitored. For ex.mpte, upset tesring at a single dose rate would
determine whether or not the semiconductor devices within a seLected sample of devices woutd upset or not at
that dose rate. This would be a ,Sgo-no-gon situation. Either the device upset or not at the particular
dose rate. No in f.ormat io” wauld be obtained cn the exact threshold for upset or the di St ribut ion of the
threshold for upset. This kind of test is often handled by using the methcd of Lot Tolerance Percent
Oefective (LTPD), to rake predictions stout failure probabilities.

30.1.1.2 Sasmlinq bv variable. The second method of sa~li. g is termed %ampli% by variable. ” In this
case, a measurement is made of some crftical parameter in a sample. For example, the upset threshoLd of
each semiconductor device in a sample my be measured in terms of the threshold dose rate for upset.

sampling by variable lends itself well to the applicaticm of statistical techniques, provided the
statistical distribution of the data is known.

30.2 Normal and Lovwxmal statistics. For hardness assurance applications, nor@a L and lcg-nornal
statistics are often used (see S0.1.1 herein). A check should aLways be made to see if the applic.aticm of a
particular statistical distribution to the data is proper. lfost often, for radiation effects, the lcg-
normal distribution is assumed, even thcqh the actual distribution of data is not known. There is evidence
that even if the log-normal distribution is mot exactly correct, its use can still provide gccd engineericq
approximations M the hardness assurance problem. 1. Log-normal distribution, the logarithms of the

quantities are distributed normally.

40. SAMPLING BY VARIABLES - ONE-SIDED TOLERANCE LIMITS

40.1 One-sided tolerance limits. One statistical technique used with sampling by variable data is the
method known as the me-sided tolerance limit. If a parameter is known to be normally distributed, then the
estiustes of lot quality can be obtained with small sa~les. TII.s, if the pnra.eter, x, is normally
distributed (x may be the lcgarithm of a parameter), and n items are sawled, then a lot is rejected if the
limiting quantity, L, exceeds a value, UIAK, wf!ere

L = ■ + ‘TL(n, c,p)s,
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where
m is the seasuwd mean of the sample,

I

s is the standard deviation of the sample,

c is the required confidence Level, and

P is the required survival probability, or lot quality.

rhe one-sided tolerance limit factor, KTL, is B function of the m.npk= si,e, n. the c~fjdenc=, C, and the
M quality, P. 7he statistical statement that can be m.?de is that if more than the proportion, P, devices
of the parent d+strihtion has values of x 1.ss8 than ~ , thm the lot will be rejected with probability,

f“c. LHU may be a parameter selected s.ch that if its .a uc IS exce~~, then fa$[ure uiLL Occur.

40.2 Minimum parameter formulation. 1. eany hardness assurance applications, the cr$tical paramezer may
be a miniowm and not a maximum. The formulation is similar, EM 8 lot is rejected if the quantity, L, is
less than L81N where

L = m - K,L (n, C,P)s,

where the quantities have been previously defined. In this case, Lf!lN may be a parameter .alue, selected

such that if the actual va[ue falls bekou this value, system-failure will occur.

40.3 One-$idti tolerance. Table VIII is a table of one-sided tolerance factors for some of the most

frquently used lot qualities and 93 percent confidence.

TABLE VIII. One-sided toterance Limits, KTL.

c U9
.*

N 0.9 0.95 0.99 0.999 0.9999

5.311
3.937
3.@
3.091
2.894
2.755
2.649
2.568
2.503
2.448
2.403
2.363
2.329
2.299
2.272
2.2k9
2.22a
z.m
2.lW
2.174
2.159
2.~f+5
2.132
;:~

::y&

9.965
1.933
1.5Q9
1.850
; ;07:

9.651
-?:?:

5.555
5.202
:::;

b.628
L.5f4
L. 420
4.341
4.273
4.215
4.164
4.119
4.078
6.042
4.089
3.979
3.952
3.926
3.5uf
3.a82
3.794
3.729
3.670
3.633
3.605
3.552
3.513
3.682
:::::
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FOCtOFS KTL such that with confidence, c, at least a pro~rti~, p, Of a ~r~L distribution Mitt ~ Less
than

● + ‘TLS.

I 50. REFERENCES

I 50.1 References rhe documents Listed in this section where used as .efere”ces. for the preparatim of

I this document.

I
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